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WoesTEE Voice

Volume CXI, Issue 7

Friday, October 21, 1994

The student newspaper of the College of Wooster

George Will brings commentary, controversy to campus
By AMANDA JUNKIN

SUSAN WITTSTDCK
"The welfare state, by removing
some of the sharp edges of life, has
encouraged reckless living," asserted conservative political com- -

,, u wcnui
forum presentation

meniaior ueorge

Win said of the president in the past
years. However, with the death of
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and the
comineration of
this year,the
"myth of Camelotis over ... No one
mAmericabelievesmatsortof thing
any longer."
Will also discussed President
Clinton's Health Care Plan and its
ramifications on today's society.
According to Will, the era that
Clinton was raised in predisposes
D-da-

y

College's fifth
oo Oct 10m. Will's lecture, which
was underwritten by a grant from
preThe Rubbermaid Foundation,
'
sented his views on health care, fdwtfW, inner cit"P&uring concrete and building
ies and social problems.
One of Win's focuses people to only have the number
was the rise and decline of
government in the twenti- eth century. According to
Will, government reached
an apogee in the 1960s due to the him, as weU as other members of his
generation, to a moral and intellecinfluences of the Cold War and teletual arrogance. ."Being children of
vision. Television was voracious
for some way to visualize and make the 1960s, they are convinced that
they are the virtuous." This arrogovenunempictoral,"hesaid. Currently, however. Will believes the gance, Wfll explained, influenced
government has lost prestige. He Clinton to introduce a complicated
attributed this tread partly to the proposal ofgovernment action. Witt
effects of Vietnam and Watergate felt this Health Care Plan was unrealistic because it required "An exoatheAmcTKpqMic'sccnfklnnre
traordinary climbing of goverment
- - WeSk Cu
the prestige, by . competence-"- ;: Win also stated that
me government. WU, Said mat me the health care crisis was caused by
image of the President was also cultural problems rather than by infhrinHng. ft VTM natural H fhmk efficiencies in the system itself.
Another area of contention Will
of him as the nation's moral tutor."
.

m-

toof

lems in the school systems are
related to problems in family
units, he added.
Wfll also focused on the problems of our inner cities, which be
blames to a large extent on the current high incidence of illegitimate
births. This problem creates a situation where great numbers of ado-

discussed was the educational sys-te"We are graduating today the
first generation of students less
man the generation before."
WfflsaidthatClinton'sPfoject2000

di-rec- dy

m.

edu-cat- ed

was unrealistic.

Thisprogramstipu-late- s

that our schools have a 90
percent graduation rate by the year
2000 and have students that are

j susan wittstoc: ;

S AMANDA JUNJON

The. George Will f brum provoked much, debate and discussion among the campus community. Students of ail political
leanings; from the far left to the
far right, reacted to Will con
servative viewpoints. ,
After WiU S speech, the International Socialist Organiza
outside cf
tion held a speak-ou- t
the rcccptsoa held m Freec:. ".ocr.
i s Member Ian Burn, a cook tt
st
the Wooster Inn, said the
was to pro- of ii epeik-ovids an extension of forum in
which students could raise ques
tions end air their thoughts and
correrrs Ebout Will's conrTtva-tiv- e

lescent males are unsupervised,
making conditions right for chaos.
WiU believes that there is a general
decline in morals in today's
society. Having a child
dams is simpler than teaching
out of wedlock, he said, is
no longer considered unchildren they can support."
strong mam and science contenders
in the world market.
However, these expectations will

of

acceptable by the majority

George Will

pur-po-

of people today. "What

ut

we're talking about is the

collapse of a social
stigma." be said, "We've come to
decide that if it is prevalent, it must
be normal."
Will concluded was that many
people are asking if the government
is really the cause, rather than the
cure for these social ills. He pointed
out that for today's government.

never be met, according to WilL
"Not only is our school day rather
short, but half the day is devoted to
activities."
Will stated that twelve years in the
Japanese school system is equivanon-cor-

e,

ixn-curricu- lar

lent to 22 in theU.S
These problems. Will said, are
not the responsibility of the govem-men- L
"Our biggest problem is that
we've misdiagnosed what the prob-leis," he said, "If snot that we're
not spending money." He said that
me best predictor ofa student's
in school is the quality of
his orher farnily environment. Prob

iixlcies.

"I lon't think the society we
live Li is very encouraging of.
policed action," he said. "The
was to
purpose cf the Speak-Ou- t
give people a voice in a situation

:

Touring concrete and building

dams is simpler than teacbingpeople
to only have the number of children
they can support. ... Is it time
to take that hippocratic
oath "First do no harm?"

m

for-governme-

per--form- ance

nt

bei:ov3LVi.tieSpeL-- . t provided a twWicial oprort'"ty.

j

please see FORUM, page 2

Citizens of war-torn countries discuss prospects of peace
byterian Church (USA). Savovic is
a student at the College who resides

By ANDY DUKER
The conflict m the former lepub-li- c
of Yugoslavia was the basis for a
discussion panel that brought together a Croat, a Serb and a Bosnian
Muslim Oct 11 in Ganh Recital
Han. The discussion, "The Causes
of War and Peace in the Former
Yugoslavia.' included both a presentation and an audience question
and answer period.
The participants m the discussion
included Boris Peterlin, a Croatian
clergyman. Dusan Savovic 97, a
Serb, and Rnsmir Niksic a Bosnian
Muslim. The discussion was moderated by Gordon Shun, emeritus
professor of political science at the
College. Peterlin is traveling the
United States as an jnternational
peacekeeper sponsored by the Pres--

Feature

in Egypt Niksic is a junior at
Wittenberg University whose father
was killed by a sniper in Sarajevo

last year.
In 1991. Croatia and Slovenia
declared independence from the
Yugoslavian republic, dissatisfied
with Serbian dominance in their area
as well as in the entire republic.
This resulted in fighting between
the Croatians and the Yugoslav
National Army, a large percentage
of which is made up of Serbs.
Bosnia, which borders Serbia and
Croatia, declared independence in
1992, and conflicts arose there between the Bosnian Serbs who were

against independence and the

Bosnian Muslims. The disputes are
complicated by a long history of

A&E

page 8

at4the

par-tianyresponsibk,butth-

the surface."
Serbs believe that me world com

Sports

page 11

I

FaD in

Wooster, a
special time a
special place

munity has neglected their side, according to Savovic. "I think Serbia
has never in its history been so universally despised," he said.
"This is not a war for the territory
anymore,'' Niksic said. "This war
has a very clear goal the complete
extermination of our people from
the Balkans."
(oatians are opposed to the fighting, according to Peterlin. "On the
whole, Croats do not want war, and
they are not committed to settling
political issues by military means,"
he said.
The arms embargo against the
warrmg factions imposed by the UN
was another issue of contention.
Niksic believes that embargo is hurting me Bosnian Muslims. "Right
now this is not a war, it is a slaughter," he said. "When the other side

friction among the ethnic groups.
Savovic stated that revenge plays
a large role in the fighting. He cited,
among other examples, the genocide of the Serbpopulationm Croatia
during World Warn. "Revenge is
kept no matter how many years go
by," he said.
Niksic said that history is
Serbs
are the ones who remember their
history the best." He added, "History is not going to solve any of the
problems before us now."
"It is important to understand the
past in order to successfully approach the present and turn toward
the future," said Peterlin. "Instead
of reconciling the past in an effective way, we have kept itjust under

Juggler
Mark Nizer
to perform
tonight
.

Cfcr-J

(T
r-"-

- i

A
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havebecomeapathetic. "Politically,
Serbia is very naive because it has
come out of a one party system that
has lasted 30 years, and people are
used to following their leaders." He
stated that the apathy was not good,
"but the way out of it may be worse."
After die apathy, either strong nationalism or a movement toward
democracy wfll emerge, be said.
Savovic stated he believed peace
is not close. "I myself can't see the
peace coming for a long time, simply because of the revenge factor,"
he said Factors he saw as needed
for peace were punishment of war
please see CONFLICT, page 2
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begins to feel the pinch of the war
they wfll be more willing tosit down
and talk peace."
Savovic believes that Serbians

Women's
cross country
wins
Qiampionship
AO-Oh-

io

Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
page 6

Forumfrontpage

News Briefs
of Dining Services. anociunced two ratjinotions

on Oct. 4. DenzdrYtermaii. formerly rhe id
promoted to head of Enredge Dining HalL He replaced OualesMetauf.

r

uewiepsonsibilites
Sandra Allen, who was

beriatXactekxtafrjemx,iAnic&cVcicnnm't

are to overtook: all the operations of Kioredge.
fbnnerly line one supervisor at Uw
of Lowry.

NATIONAL
WASHINGTON DC: Heahh Secretary Donna Shalalasaid President
Clinton is busy working on an improved health plan, concentrating on
yjfwfmg health coverage and keeping costs low. Clinton is expected to
which changes hem propose. Shalala said that
decide by
m
feared Hnnw original health care plan would lead to "a
mid-Decem-

iy

Ajrw-irw-

ber

f

government-ra-

system."

n

LOS ANGELES: OJ. Simpson trial Judge Lance Ito ruled Thursday that
piospective jurors will be Questioned behind closed doors about their
expoaure to media coverage of the OJ. case. Boo sides agree that jurors
may be more open m answering questions if they are conducted m private.
TEXAS: Federal Disaster Relief Centers are opening today to aid 26
Texas counties which have been declared Federal Disaster areas. Hoods
have been ravaging the state since Sunday, and although officials say m
frfiflt. fwtint ring ia other.
twf?- places the tk)wSmVt
me
San
Jacinto River near Hooston caused a
oa
The farce of
pipeline tobreak. Yesterday Games shot higher than 1(X) feet aito the air and
leaking gasoline ignited afire that spread as much as420jD00 gallons of fael
duwiimeam. The flames also ignited two barges, several flooded homes,
and another pipeline. The flooding has made it difflcakm pot out the blaze,
and firefighters are letting the griinf-- burn itself off.
resident Benjamin Tborman plans to
CINCINNATI, OH:
open a dob where smokers light op without hassles. The club, which will
cxa next nxih,acalkd The PrrvateSinoking aub, and u open to anyone
who would Eke to smoke in peace and quiet. A poll of Gtuo residents shows
that &5 percent tepport resaictions on smoking in public places.
-

flood-water- s

(i

INTERNATIONAL
TEL AVTV, ISRAEL: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is looking
responsible for bombing a Tel Aviv bus on
for the Islamic
Wednesday. Aathorities have already ordered the demolition of one
suspect's bouse, and ofrV'f have made "sweeping arrests' of
BWpWtfd UTTOmti IfryJry fpmt Thnnday bnrying the 21 victims of the
fens bomb
Arisude
HAITI: Haitian President
hopes that Haitian free access to the U.S. expert market will help improve
Haiti's economy. US. officials are currently deciding whether or not to
honor Haiti's request for free access.
IRAQ: The Pentagon plans for 13,000 ground troops and 270 aircraft to
conduct a round of exercises in the Persian Golf. Ope hundred thousand
American forces are being taken off alert, leaving 26,000 U.S. troops on the
ground sod offshore in the Gulf region. lieutenant General Howell Estes
says that the Iraqi threat "is not locally eliminated,' but that a pullback of
Iraqi troops from the Kuwaiti border makes it possible to take most
Arnerican troops off alert.

l"ni"

PORT-AU-PRINC-

bus-bombi- ng

Jean-Bertra- nd
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-
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Howard Raber. Director
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Will's syndicated newspaper column in the Washington Post, for
which he was awarded a Pulitzer
Prize in 1977,appears in 480 newspapers in the US and in Europe. He
has served as a regular contributing
editor of Newsweek since 1976 and
asatelorision news analystfor ABC
News. He is also an author, having
written several acclaimed books,
izKhiiiingMenatWorL-TheCntc- f

Baseball and Restoration: Congress, Term Limits and the Recovery of Deliberative Democracy.
The Rubbermaid Foondaoon grant
for the forum, part of its commitment to Woosters Campaign for
the 1990s, supports a lecture given
every year by an individual of national distinction .

IT)

Si
hf ELIZABETH MADISON
President Copeland tntrodnccd speaker George WB Oct. 10.
phot

-

Debate
Andrew Weaver 97,

continued from frontpage

many ofWuTsarguments."I thought

co-foun- der

of the College's Young College
Repubikans did not feel that Win

for students to take action. "I think
was successful in mat needed to give solutions at the fothe speak-ou- t
there was one," she said. "It brought rum. "His purpose u to comment on
attention to the issues That George politics. He has a political agenda
WiU spoke on but I was hoping that but that was not what be was invited
more students would be involved as
a coalition to speak out on what Win and given an of his solutions, which
has said in the past and continues to are conservative, students would
have complained because it was one
speak on."
Burns also had hoped that more sided. He's a commentator. Politistudents would have voiced their cians solve problems, comments- He feels tors comment on them."
opinions in the speak-ou- t.
Several students, however, obthat Will attempted to manipulate
jected
to the comments that Will did
his audience with a lofty , theoretical
"Most of what be said was
scape-go-al
make.
argument. "Will tried to
the issues," be said. "He doesn't racist, sexist or homophobic."
"Hedidn'twant
give solutions to the real problems."
Renee Grogg 97 said, "I thought to say it blatantly but it was sail
be was a very thought provoking there." She also felt that his arguspeaker and showed his particular ment contained several discrepancies. "I think it was really contragenious in pointing out the problems of sockty and giving reasons dictory to talk about bow illegitimacy is such a problem in the U.S.
for these problems. ButI was disapand then to turn around and say that
solutions
he
pointed in the lack of
reproduction should not be tanghtin
proposed. I think that it is not helping society to say 'that's bad with the schools."
James Hervey 96 agreed with
out offering a way to fix U."
Jen-niferUgas95-

said

be had a lot of valid points. I think
it's true that we need to take a look
at our value system."
Several students commented on
the worth of a forum aeries that
includes speakers like WflL Jamie
Qiristenacn 96, said. "I was glad
that they brought someone who
could bring a different perspective
into the Wooster forum. I mink it's
very important to get the exposure
to different ideas, even if they di
agree with my own. I wiU say that
he made me think more than any
other forum speaker, and I give him
credit for that, but I have fundamental problerns wim George WiU and
his politics."
Joe Allen 97,
conservative, said, "I found it refreshing that the College can concretely endorse their commitment
to diversity by bringing a conservative speaker to campus. Only by an
open exchange of ideas win we be
able to advance the quality of life in
terms of using knowledge to our
benefit."
self-describ- ed

Campus news brief compiled by NICOLE COWARD. National and

jmTOrirl news briefs TTipl1 by BETH CTJIA with information
from Wire Services uoiTheNew York

Tuna

Police Briefs

rave dance in Springfield Township near
Drug offenses at an
Akron resulted in the arrest of a Wooster stndent sod frve other offenders
Oct. 9.
Jonathan Allen 97 was arrested and charted wim drug abue at me party
held at the Playlarid Skating Rink. Allen's bond was setatSlOjOCO and he
was released on bond Oct. 11. The case was bound over to the Summit
No trial date has been sec
County grand jury oa Oct-1-8.
all-nig-

i

ht

CorrectionsGreeks ia the Oct. 7

Voice inaa reedy listed
Alpha Tan (OATS) mxiiem. The information
srvrion TheOATs
aeKkyflicOATarncfcpcrtainstothePhiOm
colors are brown and yellow. The spread also incorrectly listed the
CounciL The residents are David Hindle'95
rarsident of the Inter-Greand Nancy Flamgan 9S.
The Oct 7 article "Win speech prompts debate" incorrectly stated the
Rubbermaid Foundation's role in selecting George Will as the forum
speaker. The selection was actually made by the Selection Committee,
which is chaired by the President of me College, ateconsuhation with the
Ffrrt-yr- y
fmlrutr Manning Cnmmirtnft.

The Featnre spread on the

jpffwf
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rtw

ek
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Conflict
continued from front page

crtninals and some sort of external
law, possibly supplied by the UN.
"Justrealizing how cxwnpliratrd this
conflict is makes k very bard to find
solutions," he said,
A change m the thinking patterns
of Serbian leadership as wefl at the
mternational community are needed
forpeace,acccrdingtohGksic."Tbe
international community has been
a ,m tht
sfyapfacwuipfiiiiaiurai- lormree
years," he said. "Three years is long
enough to realize this policy is a
.

.

m

m

Peterhn agreed, saying the international community "has to abandon the issue of neutrality. The
deeds must follow the words thatare
said," "Regardless of the eventual

peace treaty, someone has to live
out this treaty. It has to be done at
the grass roots level they have to
findawaylo live nexttoeach other,"
he added. "We Uve under the word
'aieanwhiJe,"hesaid. "We try to
work for peace but the people who
wfll be killed tewnorrow don't care
about our peace plans."
the Coramittm on social concerns

of the Muskingum Valley

Presbytery, the Office of Campus
Minisuies, the Interfax Cctmdlar
the International Students Assoda- -

Students Againstl
Drunk Driving
Oct 25, 9 pjiL
in Lowry 119.
Come join us for
our first meeting!

Tuesday,

Mctsos
Family Restaurant
154 W. Liberty

The only place bt mil galaxies
Some informationfor this article
compiled with a news release from
News Services and an informational
sheet handed out at the discussion.

totetaspatheaipixxa.

Authentic Greek food. Gourmet
pizza, delicious dmerts, 10

duemmtfor

Oetober-2-1,
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academic
Greek
crystal
liquid
The oft overlooked
fluirement to stand
structure allows crystals to become
clastk when an electric or magnetic in any weather.
Liquid crystals also have a great
"What do mood rings, shutterless field is applied to it, she added,
deal
of biological importance, Garg
causes
fields
these
Either of
windows, and cholesterol nave in
most important
This is the question that uid crystals to change colon, where explained. "The crystals
is in the
liquid
function of
-- v
5hlia Uarg, noiessor OI pnysKS, wcy uuxj oc luw
Cholesterol,
said.
she
body,"
human
answered in her Oct. 8 lecture of the plays such as those found on certain
for example, is a liquid crystal.
same name as part of the series of television sets and laptop computThe cell membrane, or the protecprofessors lectures given daring ers.
tive outer coating of the cell, is also
Liquid crystals, Garg explained,
Parents Weekend.
rnade largely of liquid crystals. They
may also change colors in a differThe shortanswer was liquid crysstages of
ent way in response to temperature are the basis for the early
tals." liquid crystals, Garg's priformation.
cuticle
and
bone
made
what
is
mary interest in the field otphysks, changes. This quality
In addition, liquid crystals play a
are structures somewhere between them a component of mood rings, a part in the arrangement of DNA in
liquids and solids in the phases of fad of the '70s and '80s. For this chromosomes. In its various stages,
reason, liquid crystals are also used
very orfor "thermometers in places where liquid crystals are either
or more
layers
dered, in straight
mercury rhennoinetmcannotreach,
layers.
crooked
in
disordered,
or inside the husctoBiitbuklcrystabare often such as aquariums
Normally me stages are oaiancea
"
added.
Garg
body
man
because
mistake,
ignored. Thi is a
when an imbalance in the order
hut
crystals
is
liquid
Another use of
human beings are made up of large
windows," in which disorder of liquid crystals exists, a
amounts of liquid crystals,' Carg for "shutterless
facilities of the number of diseases may crop up:
the
said.
anemultiple sclerosis, sickle-cesun.
Garg described the structure of crystals are used to block out
An electrical field, said Garg.Vill mia and cancer.
liquid crystals as being much like "a
Unfortunately, Garg said, these
the crystals opaque and block
spaturn
very tiny pencil with cooked
have not been given the ataspects
temis not
ghetti at either end." This flexible the sun."This technology
tention they should by the scientific
community. "It is shameful ... we
should be paying a lot more attention to the balanceimbalance in biological liquid crystals," Garg said.
These Dfooerties are even more

By NICOLE COWARD

peratnre-dependemandcanbeus-
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By ZACHARY VETLLEUX

re-auire- ment

8-- 6,

thirds majority needed.
The vote followed a Council

"

color-changi- ng

cussion
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The logging of Mohican Public
forest was the topic of an informational meetingpress conference held
Oct. 11 at Ashland public library.r
The meeting was neia oy tv-- v
r Stu- ;

.

Am&

Yw?MaM71:

Hiw.a

--

-----

juu

to .occur,. ne saia.
rtermit -hazing!
.
"If we could abolish that, this prob-

non-Gre-

.

of the forest was another

con-

cernraised by ECOS. The increased
sunlight in the forest increases the
amount of Multiflora rose, a thick
bramble that is impossible to hike
through. Hitt said that "multiflora
"-"j- r
rose unpegs
s-

Mohican is a public forest in
Ashland county, the nearest one of
its kind to Wooster. Although the
forest is public property, the Ohio
Department of Forestry retains the
right to manage the forest. The
logging in question would not be
riMir cnttine.onlv taking out certain
a
trees for tneir timber value or to let
more sunlight reach the forest floor.
"Logging is not inherently an evil, it
can create an edging eneci, increas-

ta front ofsv packed
dancer Hillary Nadea. 9 perforins
Scottish
ocuuua vmMM
k fnothall came. The
parent f
t
frtaia the crowd
daneera.bagpipers
despite Wooster 'SfrfrHwa w

I'm charged

bystatelawasafetaiifllmgly

value

127 acres marked for selective cutting in Mohican. No other representatives of the press attended the press
conference.

photo by BRITTANY BUULARD

Trustee Jerry Foodick was skeptical of the degree to which hazing is
a problem on this campus. "You
want to join a group and the group
says 'You've got to stay up all night
to join.' Why can't you say that?"
"We have a major generational
gap," Trustee Ed Andrew said. "In
all honesty , hazing is a piece oi cw

onH recreational
The aesthetic and

- of concerned citizens, to discuss the

5

demic performance.

By AARON RUPERT

AshlamLaproviroranentaigioup

if.

fall break.

LifeCommitteeattbeOcL 11 Council meeting. Had the decision been
appealed it would have gone to the
trustees for a decision.
President Copeland made it clear
that hi chief concern was hazing.
He stated he had "anecdotal evi
dence" to indicate that new member
Ariiirjirinn could lead to Door aca

VAJ
rui.

ek

-

school, there's too much

fuss over this."
Footlick included the issue in his
report to the Board of Trustees at
their Oct 15 meeting but the board
could not act on it, according to
Sarah Fuller '95, chair of SAB, one
of three students who were invited
to attend the meeting.

Mohican logging
EGOS protestsu,.k.h

wM.Mv

'.--

including President

lem with academics would go
away."
Andi Reinhart "96 disagreed.
"Why wouldn't it be possible to .
reach some sort of compromise?"
she asked. She suggested a study
important than their commercial hail, that would give students aca
uses."
demic help without mtenenng m

7wm.
"r..,
-

fx:

Student Relations Committee, a
meeting held every year as part of
the Fall Trustee Weekend held over

dis-

Copeland and members of the Greek

ll

Dancer displays
Scottish pride
''

their extracurricular life.
President Copeland felt such a
solution would be inadequate. In
only about one fifth of the cases, he
said, is it a problem that could be
solved'in a "study hall type solution."
The issue was also discussed at
the Oct. 13 meeting of the Trustee

Campus Council failed to get the
two thirds vote thev needed to ap
peal President Henry Copeland's
decision to retain the academic
on Greek organizations.
The motion to appeal the decision
two votes snortoi me two
failed

ing biodiversity," saidNathanielHitt
96, facilitator of ECOS.
ECOS. however, is opposed to
the Mohican cut The group believes that while edging can be help-fii- L
this cutting would hurt the many
deep forest species of birds in the
area, decreasing the biodiversity that
it proposes to expand. According to

Hitt, "logging would increase
biodiversity in Ohio only if the en-

tire state was old growth forest,
which is not the case."

"Wft mil.Sl CiHlSKiCI UWIC Uifl" MasmtL ecqs wants
ner vaiue. siuuxmi.
io
Mohican be designated asa"wild
ama." which would protect it from
logging. ECOS also supports me
introduction of a proposal to change
the Division of Forestry's mission
from "silviculture,'' meaning to control and harvest the forests, to one of
furvtiversitv
Dioaiversuy management,
nuuH8cuKuu idcsc

aimcuii
mlitical climate. As

lAoi&latiire.
which Will De
o

one Wildlife Ashland representa
tive explained the situation, tojui- mB

happen until lifter the
isKto
"JeKon

Ftahtrie.. Earn up to

per- - month- -

Transportation!

O

$3,00O-$6,OO-

Bod!
No
MakorFwlemore
Room

experience necesMry.
information call;

nd

For

,,,,,

Will DO Typing
- AO

H4-40- 44

A A

disappointing for
conference was disappc
ECOS and Ashlana wuauie. rress
packets had been prepared for the
local Ashland and Wooster papers,
in addition to some local radio stations. According to Ashland Wildlife coordinator Heidi Weller, "interest in Mohican is low in the
county the cut is pushed to the
back of the local papers.
the issue,
Rnth errxms . discussed
.
'agreed
Thej)
and possible solutions
most
the
public
is
that informing the
imnnrtant thins. "Education, here.
now," was the stated goal of one of
the Wildlife Ashland members.
ECOS has already started this
education of the public. Members
ana
to collect
peuions
- .
.
have begun
D
--

wucis ww

.-

--

--

-

the Department of Forestry. These
letters urged the DOF to stop the
proposed cut, and to change the fo-cus of their efforts to protection ot
forest biodiversity rather than cut- -
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The Wboster Book Company

...vkert minds and imaginations meet
205 West Liberty St. Woootcr. Ohio
(216)262-16- 6

Tim Woosteb. Voice News

Alcohol advertising exploitative fii nature
Afciend!ycompcfinonmocxlOO
Chagrin Fills parents and Iheir jun-i-

or

high children revealed alarming
results when asked to name various alcohol products, the youngsters outdid their parents. Accord-

ing to James Joyner. public
officer for the Alcohol and
Drag Addictions Services Board of
Cuyahoga County, the alcohol industry is the one la blame.
infor-matj-

Joyner!

a saddle in his hand and and their negative consequences,
said that the industry wants as to Joyner urged kx residents to"take
charge of the neighborhood." He
reward ourselves with alcohol.
Joyner further explained that we explained, "I believe that nobody
form with

By IRENE KAN

presffltation."Qmmc-ingYoutoDrink"onOcL9at8pj-

on

n.

in Gaolt Recital Hall, began s series
of events daring the College's Drug
and Alcohol Awareness Week.
"We've allowed the alcohol industry to tell us what we know about
alcohol through advertisements,"

stated Joyner.

According to Joyner. there are
several goals that the industry hopes
to accomplish through advertisements that are "more sophisticated
than they've ever been." First and
foremost, the alcohol industry wants
us to believe that "alcohol can do for
os what we can't do ourselves," explained Joyner. For instance, in one
example used by Joyner. Canadian
Gab suggests that by consuming
their product, the drinkers will "be a
part of it," whether "it" be the mainstream society w the social elites.
The alcohol industry also tells
that Vnhnl ia mmeihing
r mT
that can be enjoyed "anytime, any

mn

day, anywhere," whether you are
"alone, with friends or drinking for
pleasure ... you can even use it dur-in- g
the work day," said Joyner. To
illustrate his point. Joyner showed a
Mkhelob advertisement that features a man drinking his beer under
those situations described above.
Joyner stated that the industry also
wants consumers to sec alcohol as a
bonus and that "we deserve it after a
hard day's work." The speaker then
showed an advertisement portraying a man dressed in a jockey nni- -

Ennmental

Task Force, members of the Inter-Cre-

ek

Councfl who underwem train-

ing at the Wayne County Alcohol-is- m
Service served mocktails to ap250 people who atproximately
have allowed the industry to define takes from us what we're not willing
night on Oct. 12
comedy
tended
the
Joyner
to give,
"reality" for as
Anderson
Underground.
comin
The
advocated
through adverwell
companies
"very
was
alcohol
event
The
that
the
pronoted
prehensive
howtisements!
goal
the
stated
received." She also
your
ever, there are are not in it
of the evening was to help students
some important health; their main goal environmental
individual
to "recognize that there are choices
with
infacts that the
money
get
the
to
is
... it's not their intention to shut
preventions,
dustry failed to
down the consumption of beer if a
where the envifrom your pocket into
mention.
ronmental aspect student were of age." The Undertheirs.
would include ground personnel reported that two
The second
"changing
the beers were sold that evening.
leading cause of
On Oct. 13, Van Dusen discussed
TV,"
on
and
message
on
billboards
cirrhosis
of
is
country
this
in
death
and the individual prevention would the relationships among substance
the liver.
;
abuse, drugs, alcohol and athletics
Alcohol and drugs play a role in focus on behavioral changes.
m
with over 200 people in Timken
preven-tkenvironmental
le
such
One
90 percent of injuries and fatal
Van Dusen also "met
Gymnasium.
Clevethe
m
begun
has
program
accidents.
and members of
coaches
the
with
all
"Mad
the
at
goal
of
The
area.
land
date
reported
Ninety percent of
Task Force
Alcohol
the Ads" campaign is "to have local the Drug and
rapes are alcohol-relate14
morning
Oct.
to discuss
Friday
alcohol
Tbe single greatest cause of death officials ban all local
responsibilities"
coaches'
the
the
in
cities
Cleveland
in
for young people between the ages
to Anderson.
next year or two."
of 16 and 24 is alcohol-relateSurvey
results posted on Lowry
is
not
that
it
stated
Joyner
also
that
audience
the
Joyner warned
alcohol companies "are not in it for enough to ten children to say "no" to art wall pertained to a survey conyour health; their main goal is to alcohol and drugs, "kids are not the ducted by the Drug and Alcohol
get the money from yourpocket into enemy ... they're influenced by the Task Force last falL Approximately
environment." In fact, "No should 1,500 surveys were distributed and
theirs." Toachievetniseni accord751 were returned.
have been spelled "know knowling to Joyner, the industry has broThe Drug and Alcohol Awareedge is the most important, and with
ken every rule of the Brewing Inwas coordisay
ness
ability
into
comes
Week. Oct. 4,
the
knowledge
dustry Advertising Code, which
nated by the Task Force. Other
no," cone faded Joyner. cidentally was created by the indas-tr-y
Other efforts towards awareness sponsors included Dean of Students
itself.
during
the week included "Life of Office, IGC, Housing and Residenprohibits
guide
lines
One of these
tial Life, Physical Education Center
the Party." which featured comethe use of "sexual images and inapand The Underground.
dian Gary Ewing, a discussion enpropriate clothing" in alcohol adMemDrugs:
A
vertisements, explained Joyner. He titled "Akhol and
then showed a series of Seagram's ber of the Team?" with Baldwin
Flowers &
advertisements thathad violated this Wallace College's football coach
G(fts
code. All of these ads depictedz Larry Van Dusen, and posters and
intertwining couples with either the survey results posted on Lowry Cen149 N. Oram St.
Wootter
man or the woman half naked. The ter art waU. The purpose of this
0216)264-865- 4
according
to
events,
say
of
were:
series
also
They
it's
tag lines
. (800)726-865- 4
of the Drug
improving your vocabulary in body Dwayne Davis,
Ymr
florist. '
language"; "They also say it could and Alcohol Task Force, was "to
g 'wen on
discount
student
10
alcohol
about
consciousness
turn a 'maybe' into ... 'again." and raise
mp or
picked
regular
priced
turns
"They also say if you mixed it with and other drug use ...and if a person
delivered in Wooster.
grapefruit juke you might stay for chooses to use, to use responsibly."
We wire flowers all over the world.
According to Nancy Anderson,
All major credit cards accepted.
breakfast.".
of the Drug and Alcohol
To combat these advertisements

for
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talk explores
career

By CHRISTIE POWELL
in environStudents intrmft
mental science received information about careers in the field at a
lecture given by Norm Christensen
of Duke University's School of me
Environment on OcL7. Chrittwucn
has a background in ecology and
received a doctorate in biology from
the University ofCalifornia at Santa
Barbara.
The topics of the lecture included
the origin of the environmental in- -I
dustry and the science and math!
background needed to enter an envi--j
ronmental career. The National En--!
viroruncntal Policy Act set up the
environmental industry and many
.

"terrific opportunities" for careers
have come about in the industry.
Christensen said that there is no
one path to take to work in the environmental industry. He did, however, stress the importance of a
"strong quantitative background"
and knowledge of computers.
There are four general areas of
environmental careers, according to
Christensen. The area of the earth.
atmosphere and ocean sciences deals
with what Christensen called the

"skit of the Earth." or the Earth's
tmftr QiritinM said that thej
SUM!

Ut gCUMJgJ U gWM U Biuuig tva

this field and that opportunities in
this area lie in academics and with
agencies like NASA.
Resource ecology or "ecological
synthesis" deals with the manage- nt

IllllMllt PtmrtMlfMI
said that"green issues," or the study
of biology, is good training for this
area, nc wmi uu tu suuc uuu uit- opportuniues in tnis area involve a
ill

it

mt-f-h

lot of "grunt work," and that the.
higher one's education, the less of it
one has to do.
,
Environmental aaalitv encom
passes air and water quality, public
health, en toxicology, waste manage- -.
ment and environmental energy in
.

SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS
It's time to apply for a resident
assistant position for the
1995-9- 6

academic year.

Applications available from
Oct 14 to Nov. 18, 1994
at the Office of Residential Life
located in Babcock Hall.
Applications due by 5 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 18, 1994
in the Residential life Office

Are you a sophomore orjunior interested
in being a Resident Assistant
for the 1995-9-6 academic year?
Come to an RA Application Information Session
Thursday, Oct. 27 at 9 pjn.

Holden Hall Blue Lounge

or
Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 9 pjn.
Andrews Hall Living Room

For more information
call

Brad Shaw

extension 2498

;

environmental technology..This area!
deals with how wastes are disposed :
into what Christensen called the
"endless sink," which is where the
Earth naturally does away with pollution and waste. Christensen said
that math is a "great foundation" for
a people looking to work in environmental energy and be also advocated studying chemistry. He said
there is a lot of money out there for
projects in environmental quality.

Environmental economy and
policy overlaps all of the above
that mis area deals with the "human
d ifflfftuon of en v iipnrnentsl affairs."
Christensen said th the study of
business iMnagtment helps in this
area. He went on to say that there
are many project opportunities in
this area with universities and
non-governme-

groups.

ntal
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
& Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.
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Label your spare-chang- e
Then, put your beetle farm
"spare change."

jar "beetle farm."
in a

jar labeled

on checks.
d Mark ud every space
to ln their
someone
leave room for
ir'nameand extra zeros:
pocket.
6 Keep your wallet in yourSofront
does wearing

J,.Wi .r Qon't

fill

It discourages pickpockets.

really tight pants.

6

Put your picture on your credit card.

A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.
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Viewpoints

Insight
Wooster
Will forum worthwhile, challenging
Seminar
As forum speakers are a central part of the College' First-YeThough
not
ones.
good
present
and
search
for
program, it is important to
everyone agreed with the ideas which George Wffl presented in his Oct 2
and professional
speech, he made a very persuasive,
discussion;
Le it did
provoked
and
presemanon that srimuLued thought
do.
should
speech
forum
exactly what a good
liberal crujuservative,regardles3 of the op
should be respectful of the scholars invited to our campus to sum
The question and answer session should be used not as a place to
publicly stack and criticize the speakers' opinions, but to question his or
her views and provoke thooghtamong alL Wffl has spent years researching
bis beliefs and formulating theories; none of us will make him stammer.
WuTs forum address was among the best this College has seen in recent
history; we should be grateful for this opportunity to challenge or to
strengthen our own ideas and beliefs.
ar

well-research- ed

then-idea- s.

CrimeFire safety week appraisal

crime problem, the activities of "Crime
In light of the
are
a weflnntentioned attempt to address
Week"
PreventiorVFire Safety
However,
they are worthy of p
as
such
and
gMuiM (pusccocxrns,
we cannot help but question the carrying out of some of these activities.
Are lectures on the proper use of fire extiriguishers or demonstrations of
a drunk driving arrest really effective means of addressing real issues on
campus? A greater effort torxgroate us of the usefulirjea
might go a long way towards improving student participation next year,
making me investment of
thereby aAftrrjingprftTiTTg tnr
the organizers of
Perhaps
worthwhile.
tinvt by the participants more
Weelocgltttonwoiisidertheeffectrteness
Safety
Xiime Preventionfire
of these activities before repeating them next October.
litest view represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily tKe views of me enure siag.
widely-recognrr-

gd
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ZflcfcatyVaDM

Eaatar-- . Aarfy

Wauuck

Todd Lawk

EaHar:

Fa

fanfer ScfcafMfc

: AahfcvVaBfM"

i

SaaraiEdttar:

ever, protesting a nian's presence is
not productive. Rather than corning
to a logical, rational resolution of
yowdifferences. they are effectively
attempting to ban the free
constantly preach fainres, openness
of kieas. This is blatantly
and a willingness to listen to all
wnandniehtrf)
the
.against
same
the
think
that
would
views,one
courtesy could be ci traded kxall ,uonsJuuuon.,rMcpvPi.a,
Voltaire: TbougFllSyuiagree
views, and not just those which hap--pto agree with the liberal agenda. with wnat a man says, i wiu aeiena
to the death his right to say it.
Unfortunately, this is not the case.
In the past, the first amendment
example
of
Monday night was an
knee-jerbeen a protector for the voices of
has
k
and
dosernindedness
blatant
the oppressed and unpopular. It's
reactkxnsm. Rather than relying on logic and rational discourse, time we've come to realize that the
pendulum swings both ways. For
the socialists tried to use propaganda
the liberal socialists to use the first
political
their
and protest to censor
opponents. Nevermind that their amendment so selectively shows
their lack of character and serves to
anempts were pathetic and their
discredit their own beliefs. It is to
for
were easily refuted,
Will's credit that be was more than
was closer to that of fas, up to the task of repudiating any
cism.
Will has been labeled a "sexist, attacks or criticisms made upon him
racist bceaopoobe," and for all I or bis beliefs.
know it could be true. However, I
CHRIS SANYR "97
believe it is up to every individual to
determine for themself whether or
notWm'sbeliefsareOeffown. His
I did not attend the Oeoree Will
your right as an individual to disbecause I preferred to melforum
beliefs.
agree and argue against bis
to the folk music being per
out
low
wun
nave
How
mat.
no
problem
I
I am disappointed in the liberal
faction here at Wooster who have
been rallying against forum speaker
George F.WilL Since most liberals

fst
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into
in a line thai KemintlT
downtown for lunch at Lowry, I started to think about how
we as students socialize in the cafeteria. I am disturbed by
the fact that dubs, sections and inde-c- vpendent students all have their own
BEN WOLSKI
)les."UUtnje thai as hunian beings
"
we want to socialize wim our friends.
However, there seems to be little or no effort on the part of
Wooster students to get to know people outside of their
small social networks.
This type of socialization is due to the stereotyping of
others. I know people who think clubs and sections are
hedonistic, immature and exclusive. Certainly, each club
and section has a particular "stereotypical member, Le
jock, drug user, conservative. There are club and section
members who think of independents as freaks, nerds and
AfW

Maaabarofaaiaaiiorialaaaai

aaStaaTalaaaaaaaatt Sj TTataaaat

nts

formed in Douglass. I understand.
however, that I missed a
speech and a somewhat farcical protest. I recognize socialism as
a fair and just system that must be a
tart of any functioning .society.
weu-aeuv-er- ed

ishvi

f&dViY4&a& add
responsible leadership: Ian Burns

SS

reactkwtoWm'skleasiirjdermined
the Socialist Organization's efforts
because Burns' actions expressed
J
irresponsibility.
IamnotafanofWilL Many ofhis
views collide with mine, but it is that
very confrontation that feeds my
ideals. IJ&erung to the other side on
an issue helps to form an accurate
perception of my own thoughts and
feelings. By including Will's agendas, the College acted with much
faircrasideration. WDl may not get
my endorsement, but he does not
'childish'5 sdrtr he
deserve
Kmsetf by
rising above fteinmsahleveltof
fogerpointxng ttdellhigjatiiiby
addressing issues in a ctvfl manner.
fe-certe'lfcov-

edhat

NEIL MOORE 97

politics: a social outlook
Cafeteria
uiint

aMafJaMaT

afaaTaaTML SaafaTaati

inter-chan- te

en

1SS3

Arts

Will lecture

Letters
should be given a fair trial

af

anrial reiard- -

Independents are often stereotyped by dorms. For
example, Douglass is often stereotyped as a dorm
where students are weird, insane and too stndiom.In
some cases a stereotype may turn out to be true.
Itafortunatery, false assumptions also lead students
to make poor judgments solely because of the letter
on a sweatshirt, a place of residence, or the color of
a student's skin.
In school that puts so much emphasis on diversity
we are a student body that often chooses to not
confront aifficult issues. Instead of trying to deal
with stereotypes, students remain silent and talk
behind closed doors. For exaniple, I have heard many

please see SOCIALIZATION, page 7

Eage,2r

The Wooster VoicetViewpoints

The Tm npt tnat drunk syndrome

Socialization
continued from page 6

of my friends state this opinion:

don't
1students

understand why
choose to exclude themselves from the rest of
the community by sitting at their own table."
By sitting at their own table,
are not excluding themselves any more
or less than a group of independent students.
To stereotype a group of people as "exclusive" solely because they sit together is mak-in- g
a judgment on false principals. Students
primarily sit with their friends. Their friends
may or may not have the same color skin.
Ideally, students at Wooster should be free to
sit and talk with anyone who is earing in the
cafeteria.
One of the most powerful experiences in
College should be the exchange of ideas
students. As a student I have learned
African-Aineric-

an

African-America-

many lessons about life from other students
that could never be taught in a classroom. In
order for students to make the best decisions
possible in the future we need to lean from
each other as much as possible. By choosing
to accept ceruun stereotypes we are preventing ousel res from learning important life
sjdOa.Tbe social system mthecafeteriashows
tof our unwillingness to i

is a editorial writer

for the Voice.

BEfrfKrfiOOT.
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driver

the
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mmm

ns

be-twe- en

Bern WolsU

The driver of the red truck was drunk; he
strayed into the left lane going around a.
curve where he collided with a red Ford
Escort. The track ended up in a nearby lawn

tMbIed out and

fftartrd to cuss about
the dents in his truck.
The Escort was on the other side of the road.
The driver's side door wouldn't open until

The Jaws of Life" got there.

Almost imme-

diately after me collision, the ambulances,
police cars and the helicopter arrived.
female
The helicopter took the
driver to the hospital while the ambulances
took the Escort's passengers and the other
driver.
The truck driver was unharmed and left the
hospital before being officially released. One
passenger hurther back, and the other hurther
19-year--

old

leg. The driver had a broken jaw, wrist and
pcssiblyabrokenkg(the leg turned out not to
be broken). They didn't know how many of
her teeth she had retained nor the extent of her
head uftuMa
Herjaw surgery was Saturday evening, and
she woke up on Sunday night. She seemed
fine she was talking to people and left the
hospital on Wednesday. She started a rehabilitation program to discover the extent of
her bead trauma. The time that she wasn't in

therapy was spent in doctors' offices getting
this or that checked. For a while, because of
her cast, she had to have help with every
including going to the
aspect of self-cataking
a bam.
bathroom and
Four weeks after the accident, she returned
to the College of Wooster to a reduced course
room for convenience, and
load, a first-flouncertainty about bow she would be physi-cal- ly
and psychologically.
re

or

It's easy for me to give the details of the
accident from a third person
because I don't remember anything from 15
minutes before the accident to a week later.
All of mat had to be told to me, and I remember it like a story, but it was ME in that body.
Tommy Jones is the guy who was driving
the truck. I can't officially refer to him as a
"drunk driver" because herefusedablood test
and the prosecuting attorney reduced his
charge. Even though the cops and witnesses
say he was intoxicatrd. his record does not
showalXJI offense. He reed vedcreditfor the
point-of-vie- w

nightafterteaccidemuWhespettmjaiLhis

license was suspended forayear.and be got a

$100 fine.
Besides my injuries. I have about $50,000
in medical bills. IBs insurance company will
probably repay mine, and I might get damages; however, that money doesn't help me
now and in the end my lawyer could walk

away with more money than I da
I am back to normal I may need braces and
more facial plastic surgery , but otherwise I am

oneoftheluckyones.You'vereadnrystory
but only because I am alive, thinking and
walking. Thousands

of others don't survive.

I want for us to mink more about drunk
driving. Yon may thmk that you or a friend are
"not mat drunk." but I can tell you that it is not
worth the risk. I wane to let everyone know
that there is a SADD chapter forming on
campus. I also want everyone to appreciate
life more. I used to say "I hate my life" all the
time but not any more. Every time you get
ontofacar at your destination, yon have been
lucky without even realizing it.
We can't go around thinking that we are
immortal and that life goes on forever. We
have to realize that these days are precious.
That does not mean to stuff every activity
possible into every minute possible I think
we really should take the time to smell the
flowers, laugh with friends and order Papa

John's.
IhopeFve given you some food for thought
and mat some of yon come to the SADL
meeting. Most ofalU hope and pray that ALL
of you will not drive drunk nor let friends
drive drunk. Don't drink and drive.
Renie Grog is the head of the
SADD chapter at the College.

TheABCs of alcohol advertising, booze and consequences
It is FridaV nisht in Wooster. After celebrating the end of

bto apparentmjury is noticed, so her friends brhig her back to
her room to sleep it off.
When students leave their nests and go to
ccflege, they of feel an urge to explore the
IRENE KAN -- forbidden areas" eex, drugs and alcohol

mmr

are often among those on the top of the list.
It is precisely this curious attitude on which the alcohol

industry capitalizes and exploits.
A college pennant is partially covered by a can of Purple
Passion with a class ring hanging from a string. Accompany-- "
ing the graphic are these words "If you don't know what it
is. ask your folks ... if they won't ten you about it then it must
be great.1'
This pure grain wine with grape juice is not the only alcohol
product that targets the college population; in fact, alcohol
cocapanjef utk! ,4iOTTirrw are devising new schemes and
"f FdMpnfog their strategies to accomodate this growing
should they give up such a profitable
a
; As stated by one markethig executive,
v
n in he a big drinker, the beer company has
mar-;keK;Au(fl,.-

wby

If

bnessl

tfffnt f7

bought kself an annuity."
According to a study released in June 1994 by the Center on
Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University,
students spend S5J billion on alcohol each year, more than
they spend on soft drinks, tea.
cornbrnrrt Ctt a typicaJ campus, pg capita smrt
for alcohol $446 per student per year far exceeds the per
the ccflege library, fcasimplyrklknkwthat
capita
even
more on alcohol flaw
spending
are
students
more than those of us who have to purchase at Flo.
A relationship between drinking and grades has also been
found in various studies. One recent study showed that
itndeiuawimmAaverage consumed 3.6 drinksa
those wimaDorFaverage consumed 106 drinks. Perhaps the
"What I Really Learned in School" poster best summarized
what cc41e really meamtosonie students. BecksGerman
101; Lone Star astronomy; Olde English 800 English;
Tecate Spanish 101; Foster's Australian Culture; Rolling
Rock Geology, an empty mug Jiistory."
Looking back at the survey results released by Columbia
University and those reported by our own Drug and Alconot
Task Force here at Wooster, the industry can fed confident

iJ"8""

bodc

tas

(Binge drinking is defined as having five or more drinks at a
: tmie.) Foity-tw- o
percent of students in the Columbia study
period.
k
reported engaging in binge drinking over a
and
drug
the
to
Of the 751 Wooster students who responded
reported
percent
33.7
fan,
last
conducted
survey
alcohol
engaging in binge drinking between one to 10 times overaM-da- y
period.
One wonderswhat would happen if the35.7percentwhoare
rifriKTng fn mnch of their time IP gUZZlinfl alCOhol WCTe tO
spend the same amount of time on their studies. Would
WoptrrfiTlHyJf'"ft"gnp mother national rankings in '
the same impressive manner?
To ensure that it doesn't offend any of its
clientele in this era of political correctness, the industry has
changed its marketing strategies. Instead of depicting itself as
and
an irresponsible marketer by sponsoring "wet
attempthas
been
industry
contests,
the
"drink tin you puke'
ing to portray itself as having a social conscience. Have you
ever noticed the fine print on alcohol advertisings? "Think
Safety. Don'tDrink and Drive," "Know When to Say When."
Although these promotions are helpful in some limited
ways, the industry never recognize the alternative of abstinence; kwants us tobelieve that alcoboluan essential
iiormaL everyday life. Besides, mere really is no way to define
"drink safely" operationally. If even a small amount of
alcohol impain a person's judgment, how can we rely on this
same person to decide when to say when?
Many drmkm smmly don't biow when to say when. In
two-wee-

social-conscio-

us

tisingm sporting events and college newspapers, the industry
for
has shifted its focus to local bars and college hang-ou- ts
rjromotional outlets.

certainly does its share of
Our local Ditto's Drive-Th-ru
uswhohaveTaidavisUtoDino's
recruiting." For those of
lately would certainly have noticed the big banner that reads,
"Welcome Back CO.W." and felt right at home again.
It is shamefultoadmitthattbe industry is shaping our reality
of alcohol. Instead of viewing alcohol as what it really is a
toxic, flammable liquid we've been lold that if we ingest this
liquid, Iwe can have it aU." What Michelob forgets to
mention is mat the "an" also includes rape, STDs, violent
crimes and eventually death.
Ninety percent of aU reported rapes on college campuses
occur when alcohol is being used by either the assailant, the
--

t-sh-irt"

199areseaxchattheUnrersityofVirgink

simulators,

iedtheeflectsofbkxxlakxxtttareb

and found that alfoppgh subjects recognized when they were
drunk 93 percent of the time,they were stfflwillingtodrtve33
percent of the time. Of course these findings cannot be
generalized to the larger population, veu h is important to
As
nhotsomk6tiytxtoiotitcdamgit.
them admitted to operating

for Wooster students, 17 percent of
motor vehicles while under the influence.

AiiousttOTpttoimpresstheccJkgepop

sponsorship of concerts that generally attract the college
crowd; the alcohol companies want us to remember that they
are the "heroes" who made everything possible. For example,
stars.
ha Kmiffht manv bis-nanmhmwv'f ftGods
and
Ferry
Bryan
including The Jesus and Mary Chain,
-

Tv-n- ft

Uuid to toe ueveiana

me

Sixty percent of college women diagnosed with a sexually
transmitted disease were drunk at the time of infection.
Ninety-fiv- e
percent of violent crime on campus is alcohol-relate- d.

Two hundred and forty thousand to 360.000 of the nation's
12 million current undergraduates will ultimately die from
alcohol-relate- d
causes more than the number that will get
master and doctorate degrees combined.
Why doesn't somebody do something to stop this vicious
cycle? While the industry is supposed to follow the Brewing
Industry Advertising Code, such as not promoting underage
marketing, iiot associating drinkmg with dang
andnotmemding sexual messages or inappropriaiectodung in
their advertisings, anyone who has pekedmacopy of &orts
Illustrated knows that the industry breaks them regularly.
Then way hasn't anyone right them? Simpry because the
after alL wiry should
industry itself made up these guiddii
and teU the truth?
chickens
the
watch
fox
to
we expect the
It might
Ifwecan'trerycnthefox,wboshoiildwerelyon?
A first
be time to explore die innovative idea cf
step is to reshape the image of the alcohol drinker from
desirable to undesirable.
As Jeffrey MerrilL coordinator of the Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse at Columbia University, said, "The
image of the life of the party needs to be changed to the gay
who is throwing up in the toilet.
self-relianc-

e.

Irene Kan is the managing editor of the Voice.
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frymnffcaveslhavc
ftvmnffeaveslhavei trodden on and
mked. Perhaps I have put forth too
much strength and been too fierce
from fear. I have safely trodden underfoot the leaves of another year."
The cycle of the seasons has repeated again, savor Fan as you do
each event in your fife. And as you
pass through the existence, remember, again according to Frost.

i

By AARON SKSYFSKI

Can anything compare to the College daring Autumn? I've beard
that question a thousand time this
season. And it isn't just from the
mouths of students; it's in their eyes
as welL Small dnsaers of us gather
around trees, eagerly watching the
antics of squirrels. Leaf hills are
ransacked, their contents ending up
all over the ground from whence
they came. Those great
behemoths thunder forth over
the quad scattering leaves, twigs
and small woodland ueatures
into piles. Fall has come
leaf-gatheri-

Nature's first green is gold,
her hardest hoe to bold.
Her early leafs a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf,
So Eden sank to grief. ;..:
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.

ng

z-

prc-auma- bty

la hit poem. Trees."

Joyce

I thick that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree ...
Poems are made by fools like
me.
But only Ood can make a tree.

Can anyone contest mis senti-

ment? How many of you have chosen a favorite nee? One whose
colors somehow appeal to you, or
another wboae branches are config-

ured m aa odd way. If yon have

4

you have missed one of nature's
most amazing scenes.
To look at a towering oak. or
graceful mapte,kbdifScufcto imagine their humble origins, a small
seed. But it is from (his hay hull that
all of our inspiring groves have
"From such small beginnings,'

writes Thorean, "a mere grain of acorns. The weather may be cold,
dost, as k were do mighty trees and especially in Wooster. rainy.
Through the voice of Piglet. A. A.
take their rise." Consider, for example, the acora and the oak. or the Mime describes a scenario common
"helicopter" pods and the maple, to the College:
fjyh triumphant results from such
It rained and k rained and it
numhto Vginnmp- - A seed is a
Piglet told himself that
rained.
beginning
biological
the
than
more
never in H hk fie. and he was
of a tree. It contains the advent of
goodness knows how old three.
thousands of hoy childhood days.
a
m
as n, or KMMi never 1aw tmt
and
Initials
pn
fjrwi
w
lover
w
days.
and
days
i so much rain,
piles of leaves waiting to be attacked. It is for this that we should
How often have you beard oc
be fhnni that the according to
the refrain, "It's raining
muttered
keep
to
endeavors
Tborean,Tiature
the Earm clothed with wood of some again." Rain, like the sun, is a part
yinA how much vitality there is in of Nature's cycle. Don't despair as
the stumps and roots of some trees, k pours; play in the puddles fife's
Ibough small and young." What a much more interesting that way.
Has anyone had more to say about
miserable world we would five in if
fan than Robert Frost? If so, bring
she did not
But Autumn is not all leaves and it to my attention, for I doubt k. In

dents lack the drive to enter these
fields?"
Pierce, professor of mathPan
In an Oct. press release. Max
at the College,
sciences
ematical
FogieL president-o- f the Research
irnplirarion
that
the
to
responded
wrote
Association,
and Tfar
glambe
should
science
and
math
its
has
lost
States
that "the United
ourous and prestigious by saying.
leadership in science and technol-Personally. I don't want the field to
ogy.
across as a bunch of snobs or
come
phenomenon
Fogiel attributes ihis
... Td like the door to be
elitists.
lack
growing
students'
to American
for anyone."
mtenmthe fields of mathemat- open
Fogiel
also commented on the
ics sad science.
anwuntofirievisionsDalentswaich,
for
causes
several
named
Fogiel
saying, "Students spend considerthe decline ia the number of stuscience-related
able time each week watching telemath- and
dents f
a,
vision. Perhaps lelevisioa is robTheymclndeielevi-siofields.
lack of glamour, difficulty of bing them of the time needed to
engage in serious studies of the
work and rheifaoricomrngi of texfwnrtn'irvj
It is easierona
tbook, teachers and parents.
entertained
be
scimind
to
stadent's
He wrote, "Enrollments of
labor over
than
through
television
technologyengineering
ence and
students have dropped drastically m problems to be worked out in math,
recent times. Theae disciplines had science and technology."
Pierce said that she does not bespecial stature and were usually
that television is a problem at
in
lieve
fields
looked upon as glamour
She said, "I don't fed
College.
were
the
women
men
and
which the
regarded as having outstanding that there are a lot of students here
who watch TV. ... I think students
minds, and rPrf1 competed vighere are just very busy with a kx of
these
orously to gain entrance to
things."
studisciplines. Why do current
By JDttOTER SCHUPSKA

1

4ni

yin.

!

n

the entirety which wffl be your life.
But the memories and feelings you
take from Wooster win be yours
forever. Even so, that is only four
autumns to enjoy. Eva Rose York
saidkbest in "I ShaH Not Pass This
Way Again":

O hushed October morning
mild.
Thy leaves have ripened to the

fait

Tomorrow's wind, if k be wild.
Should waste them an.

Lisa Nuzum 96, a math major
and tutor at the Math Center, said
that watching television' can help
some students learn to work visually. "Akxcf the sciences are more
visual." she said, eking science labs
which use microscopes and other
visually-oriente- d
equipment
She added that observing is not
enough, though, as students must
also learn to imapret the meaning
of the things they observe.
Fogiel wrote that current textbooks "are rarely written for the
levd thatstndentt can grasp readily.
They are usually written by professionals who have an insight in
matter that baot shared by
students. Explanations are often
written in an abstract manner wkh
ts
involved concepts which leave
confused when trying to

(he-subje- ct

stn-deu-

un-derstandfeprkciplestob-eleamed.

The explanations offered are not
sufficiently detailed and extensive
to take into account the wide range
of applications and different aspects
of the principles being studied."
Nttzmn commented. T think ... a
kx of times just the notation in the

examples is intimidating."
"Any theorem that can be

.

.

.

gh

c-

norai lent enfasmi I
fburiw
And hear tisiagmg.pf aong-btrds winging.

If she could, York would pass

through again, but she cannot, and
neither can we. Drink the season in.

my friends, fork conies only once
a year.

with the ideas suggested by Fogierj

ex-plttwsrimrfoE"p-

ideas m inind." She also said that
ld
working with "more
stuencourage,
might
problems",
and, science
math
eater,
to
dents
"
fields, v. v.fiii Hi liti
Nuzum agreegjaving,?!,' bard
to leU if k'a because the teachers
aren't teaching k or because the
stndents aren't willing to put the
work into it. because k is a tot of
hard work."
She also said that stndents might
stay with mam and science "if they
were encouraged more by teachers
andArpn3fesors."bu that college
might even be too late for such

bnned

real-wor-

at a high level which no one can ,
understand," she added.
Pierce also noted students difficulty vm the texts. "I find that a lot
of students don't want to read the
textbook ... perhaps we don't emphasize the reading of the textbook
enough," she said.
According to FogieL the only way
to interest mere students m the areas
of math and science is to change
thekfonriats to focus more on application rather than on theory. He
wrote. "Students can be helped toward greater progress by mcludinx
in their learning diet, a generous

y iwinlrrTHwtrfinnnl-rwiJ-

I sfaafl not pass this way
k bordered be with
... fiowers.
Pugh.IrenMrwran;bow- ;
again-Ahhoo-

--

Why
111

"October."FfOstdecribes the scene
which I, and hopefully you, ace outside the window:

The next time you trudge lobreak-fas-t,
still laden wkh sleeps think of
the faulty catthaJfvefcTffi
gust is an k takes to bring a cascade
down upon you.
"A Leaf Treader" is what Frost
Pftma prrttfpf the most content
person on earth:
"I have been treading on leaves
aJQ day until I am aotamn-ttre- d.
"Col knows an the colour and

-

Foot yean is not a great amount
of time. It amounts to very little in

Kilmer wrote.

j

October 21, 1994'

W

lems related to selected topics are
solved. Ifsuch illustrations provide
detailed explanations on bow to approach given problems and how to
think through the various steps involved m the solutions, stndents can
grasp the subject maoer quicker and
PierceiakL"Iknowtherearealot

of new math textbooks coming out

. ",.

--

.

.s-ii-

vr

stndeDtt are already scared off
before they even get here.
Pierce added that "the stndents
complain about the lecture format
ofa lot of classes. ... it's important
to get student invorvememm doing
groupprojects and things likethat."
and said that the advent of computer use in classrooms might help
to encourage students who might
otherwise be scared away by the
subjects.
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The essence of
Into the great wide somewhere
Homecomings past
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA

The College and its traditions have
seen a lot of change over the years
Bj RACHEL POPE

us

I read a story once about two men
who had been roommates in college, and who, 20 yean later, ran
into each other at a Homecoming
game. The two embraced and cried
and spent the rest of me day talking
about old times. The author said
g,
that this was the essence of
meiuuiies.
these shared
In
light of Oat,-- took look at the
Volce'i Homecoming inset from
1964, 74 and 84. And m honor of
this year's Honvsorning I thought I
might share some pieces ofmemory
that I found.
On the front page of the Voice's
1964 Homecoming issue is a picHome-comift-

1

ture ofFransrie Stafford, Homecom-in-g
Queen. Since the Homecoming
Queen tradition became obsolete in
1972, the article next to it seems to
be a little more relevant by today's
standards, In tms article, VMcc editor Ann Origsby claims that her
lunch with Oiet Huntley was Trob-abl-y
the most dazzling reward I will

--

--

evernxeive for editing tne vote;
I imagine mat loach wfe&sucn

ingfyh jrmaiif imbm

VtaTTWfrWwBK Yarlann

fin

said, "We did a day hike, and it
turned out to be a really long day
hike," lasting two hours longer than
planned.
Schaefer said her group hiked 12
to 15 miles during the. trip.

When they weren't hiking.
Schaefer s group spent time sitting

arotmd the campfire. play
ing cards and talking. She
said it was an especially

students take advantage

of the vacation days and
leave ounpus, heading for

relaxing trip because
bomeortakingatrip. The "One of my favorite things was that
"there were no time conOutdoors Club oped for most
the people in my group had
straints" and the group did
me second; its members,
never been camping before, or they not
follow a set schedule.
along with other interDeNapoli said, "One of
ested students from the had, it was like park and camp.
my favorite things was
College, ventured into the Everybody did it, made it and had a
most of the people in
that
VirWest
mountains of
lot
group
my
had never been
ginia for a hiking and
Jo-Lyn-ne
DeNapoli camping before,
or if they
camping trip.
bad, it was like park and
DeNapoli
camp. Everybody did it,
95, a member of the club
"We randomly went through the made it and had a lot of fun."
and a group leader for the trip, said
Schaefer also enjoyed the trip.
that rhe Outdoors Club "has been book and said. This trail has bears!
said, Td never been to West
She
around foraloiig tune, btt foralong Let's go here!" she said. They also
Virginia
before; Wooster was as far
on
basis
the
chose
thfh5Vft"iifir'"
time it was Crandell."
"Since my first year, it's gotten of rhe accessibility of the trails and east as Td been before this trip."
ing aQughtm with friends. I would
Schaefer said, "We had beautiful
stronger and stronger," said the quality of water and scenery.
bice to think that a caption in this DeNapoli. She added that the nnm-b- er
weather. It was just gorgeous."
Although the other two groups
same issue wouldbe another one of
DeNapoli
agreed, saying that she
they
did
not
trails,
of students included on the Fall hiked the same
his fond memories ofWooster. The Break hiking trips has increased see much of each other during the and some other members of the
caption was about the Wooster socevery year, starting with nine in trip. Schaefer said. "We crossed on group slept outside every night, in
cer team and it said.MBooters score 1991 and growing steadily to this the trail once, and then we spent the addition lo going swimming during
3 but lose 2-the trip.
last night camping together."
year's group of 28.
Ten years down the road, in 1984.
The Outdoors Club meets weekly,
The biking trip allowed its par"We set a cap at 30 because we
the picture on the fiuut cover looks Jaew ,we couldn't handle more," ticipants to get better acquainted
said DeNapoli, for "Sunday bikes
llika-tktaclth- r
current fffmmffnfwf PeNapo'.
and bikes at 10 am. ...
with some of their fellow students.
Horary construction. But no, u s
"I had never met most of the people out lo Spongier Park for hiking,
Kimberiy Scfaaefer 97 also parScovelHan'srenoration,soontobe
ticipated in the trip, although she is in that group. ... I knew who two of and there's a group that usually
followed, the article says, by the not a member of the club. "They the 10 people were." She added, "I meets to go mountain biking." She
renovation of Taylor HaO.
just open it up to everybody," she really liked the group that I was in. also said that interested students
In fact, since 74, there have been said. She added that mis year's It had really good group dynamics." should get in touch with LarsNelson
a few renovations in the Voice, too. group was so large that they decided
Schaeftrs group went on several 95, contactrxrson for the Outdoors
First, for some odd reason, the date to split into three separate groups.
shorthikes and one icciger hike. She Club.
of the issue isn't marked on any of
me interior pages, so this may cover
not just the one, but the two articles
before Homecoming. Second, the
Voice had a crossword puzzle.
Change seems to be the main
Student flu shots are now available
theme in the 84 issue. Participants
in Soup and Bread voted on which
Hygeia from 1-- 4 pun.
Literature of
charity their benefits would go lo
Monday Friday
Evocation
for the first time. KJX Pizza enfor $4.00
tranced its gnmdopemng. and the
From Joyce to
Homecoming
Harvest
annual
first
TomStoppard"
Run was scheduled for that year.
TherewasanadfbrlBMcomputers
and, tucked away like a memory,
Professor Luis Costa
another ad for LB.s Typewriter
University of Cordoba, Spain
Service and Sales.
4pjn.
There was also a new and abunThursday,
Oct 27, 1994
Attention Science and Social Science Majors:
dant interest in rugby at Wooster
imagine
so,
year.
at
Or
that
least. I
Lcza Lecture Room
Would you benefit from a fall semester of research
because in the sports ecction of this
3i5ishartHall)
"Evan
was
artickerud.
ai the Oak Ridge National Laboratory?
jyy
erything You Vffprt
AbourangDyiiCfo-- "'
3
Applications are now being taken for the Oak Ridge Science
member
Costs
a
is
Professor
of
Semester,
a one semester research opportunity which places qualified
Asfer .
the Department of English
reserarch at the Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Term.
So, that's whereWcoster was at
students in
Language and Literature at the
housing
Full 16 hours credit, $3600 award and cost-frethis time 10, 20 and 30 years ago.
University of Cordoba (Spain)
(contingent on DOEfunding). Also, you may be able to start 5 or 10
It's funny to see how everything
where he teaches Second
with additional
weeks early as part of a summer
disappears over the years. But its
Language Acquisition,
stipend and housing.
even funnier to think how much has
Sociolinguisacs, Styiistics.
not disappeared. And about how
Translation and
Contacts:
much has reappeared.
English
Literature.
I guess, after all. that's what
Anna Andrews, Science
Homecoming is supposed to make
Gene Pollock, Social Science
you realize.
Gry contest. Maybe
rheRamadaInn'sTrime Rib, Steak
andLobster" made up for the loss of
the chicken piti
The ad for the Ramada Inn
the popular sentiment of this
issue "Homecoming is
spedaL" This was emphasized in a
long, but I admit, entertaining,
by AlMiUikan. about the meaning of HoTJAecoming past, present
and future. MQkan talked about
at
the memorable small
Wooster. like winning at pmball.
drinking coffee at Mom's and pullAD-Ameri-

of

can
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in-dnd-
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ar-ti- ck

p-wy-

Jo-Lyn-
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one
reward
be the most dazzling
could receive for editing the Voice.
I was also glad to find out that
Wooster was the home of the
Smithrille Inn. at one time the
"Chicken Dinner Capital of the
World." Tidbits like that come in
handy sometimes. LackOy, this issue had a few more such tidbits, like
the anecdote about Dr. Howard
Lowry,who was rhe president of the
College at the time. Apparently
Lowry worked in a clothing store
during his youth and a customer
caineroce day asldng for a blazer.
jumnji nut uwwuig wua a wbi
was, but still eager to help, ma to a

--

of SnutfaviDe Inn and its world-famochicken dinners, but despite
this, or perhaps because of this, the
dry ofWooster had just been named
finalists in the
one of twenty-on- e

Fall Break was originally conceived as a chance for students to
stay on campus and catch up on
doing their homework. It seems to
have altered, however, from a time
for study to a time for play; many

Schaefer added. "One of the vans
even split off partway down and
went to a totally different area."
DeNapoli said mat her group that
left the other two did so in order lo
keep the trails from becoming too
crowded. They chose Otter Creek
for their destination.

ITViK&fl UTI Uan

oefmnion of "blazer." He then returned to the store and proceeded to
help the customer.
' And while we're on the subject

ofblazers,Nk&Amsters7crecast
Shop" for men, had an ad in this
issue that reads: "For the YOUNG
MAN authoritative' is the word ...
Proceed into fall with the assurance
that only a cricketeers wonted svjt .
can give!"
the timeline toOo.
, Moving ak
25. 1974, one sees now things
change. It seems that 'authorita-tive'isn- o
longer the word for young
men. One student wrote in to say
that men need to pay attention to the
external libezaticnofwomen so they
can apply it to their own internal
liberation. Simply put, he suggested
that men needed to "look inward to
the potential locked within them."
In the 74 issue there was no sign

...
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Arts & Entertainment
Architectural photography on exhibit at Frick Art
:'

f:

he is soil working on. Before this the
majority of his works were centered
around people. It is, however,
itkatt hmniw interest butt been
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Bartofrja Jjob u a commercial
pftotDgi allies who has spent moat. of
his fife at has hometown of Chicago.
Ia this exhibit, he explores the urban

-
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deliberately avoiddmthisiew collection ofptotographs. The shser
of an invariabry overwhelming bn
man element aDows more attention
to be focused on the built structures
themselves; Jano observes that he
took these new photographs in very
much the same fashion as he did the

.

.

.

A stone bridge stands solid and
heavy, ia centrist to tbe polished
steel and (lass of a ikyjcraper behind. Elsewhere, a railroad yard
looms in the foreground, dark and
dank, fumed by familiar Chicago
skyline in the distance.
are two of many m
habit, "Architecture in a
Context The Photographs
of Radorpk Janu," which opens today is the Lower Gallery of the
College's Prick Art Must in.

r

1

J"

previous ones, professing a liking
for tbe jumposiiion of styles and
intermingling of shapes; Building
fragments are an esseruM element

tolusinugessthereisiioaffimptto

isolate one particular style, or the
rather,
srcluuxtureofafwiainagc
Chis prints show how differing trends
!
1
-ir.-ii--i
s- -'
converge to form a new orban atmocalkd"thecit7 that wtslj"Ifc does
spheres Past snd present meet in his
this by snowing not the pactiacjoue
wvxk, and from this the futurearises.
found hi travel
Dominic Pacyga of
and postcards, bat a less
rpinmfria CpOrgf,
ot quite as pretty,
I interesting. The
prezace to bus crim OnT i nese
document a constantly
83 color images ia has fshi fpt-ta- re
changing Chicago. They seem to
side ill exstcitfitsM, bridges,
ped back the layers of change to
afl comaaonrjltce elements of the
show the spirit of the dty."
till' llilfcyKEWSSatVXP
Aside from the formal and aesKndorph Janus photographs of Chicago arcUtcctmwQ
exhiha aati Dcctbr 4.
thetic values of his subject matter.
or contrast with one anorhrr.
stating that these were devoid of the Janu noted that many of the views
When asked about fats motivation what people actually sec" Jam's off gleaming glass, the roadside terfor this project, Jaoa repfied that he photographs rtprestnt a more pe- race houses of suburbia compete "pretenscs'l which, areapparentin . on htsjs$tttor4dscQea pm
had noticed that travel books and destrian view of the city, a more with straining skyscrapers of thecity the front fagsdes, thus revealing the snchaptnpecUyeaoyuirjre,alpe
buQt environment undergoes coniDherent structure of the building.
postcards frequently puuayeJ the strees-lev- d
consciousness. This is itself,and rherearviewcaTbCIboards
Janu also revealed thatthisproject stant changes around his subject.
city at a different fight than the way obvious in the juxtaposition of the are featured as often as the front. Ia
a fairry recent one, one which he
is
liking
is.
caernenxs
fact,
the
Jana
admits
a
for
01 vtxx arcoiaxuaai
k "Most were taken from
at ms
please see JANU, page 12
he nriiimrd. This is not works. Decrepit brick facades play back or side views of a building, began about six yean ago and which
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'Pulp Fiction': Tarantino's new look at an old genre
MOVIE REVIEW

By NAT MXSSUDINE
The very first image which appears on the $cntM ia Qaentin

Tsrantieo'sscwfilm'TBhFictioar
is a cVfinitina of the word "pulp"
r. The wofdirtadapar- or book
ficatiot sack as a atagazine
a,
t

-

t

er," wanuag as viewers oat what
ia about to anzbU before thejr eyes
is not to be taken too seriously, that
Mis just paJp sari arttiing atore. But
aore
Taasaao has aonct
aaore original ap his sleeve dtaa ne
fipn talk Ma title has set for

aelf. Ksioakweftaftal and
cycucai fevanoa cc me genre or sor-tf&cksi

at the
Oscars so
Taeasovie

has
hyped

been
ap so

that it is hard

to

imag-

ine it CISag

tan
going public

that the lurid.
I

his first feature film. Tteaervoir
Dogs," which be both wrote and
directed received much deserved
praise from critics. Now only his
second venture at both writer and
elector. Tnlp Fiction" has already
won the best picture award at the
CannesFilm Festival in France, and
the buzz around Tinsel Town says
that Kb the i
for best pic-ta-re

we smugly

three, culminating in a scene which
one can only call ridiculously bi--

self-indnlg- ent

Tbe final and funniest episode
finds the hit men frantically trying
to dean up the mess of a dead body
before one of the men s wife
gether more concerned about the
wrath of tbe unsuspecting wife then

the corpse
in their car..

Tcrandno'i JUm dots not more in a linear progression,
instead Us boldly inrenHfe structure starts in time near
the climax of its story, stops to rererse back to Vie
beginning and so on until all the these pieces and
fragments fit neatly and surprisingly into oneperfect
whole,

hud out for n.
that the

its
call "puap" is something which we film doesn't
have seuetly adored for decatV s own weight.
The movie involves three
and with tins latest work may for
many more.
plot lines all set m the seedy
Tarantinoisabitof an inofnaryin tmderbeOy of present day Los Angeles. The first concerns two hit
the current IfoOywoxl acene. Getmen, Vincent 0oha Travolta) and
ting most of his movie know-hoby working in sn IA. video store. Jules (Samuel L. Jackson), lecover- inter-twmi-

w

ing a stolen briefcase and Vincent's
assignment to be an escort to his
wife
boat' rjeaotifal,
Mia (UauThurman). The episode
starts out slow, with Vincent a bit
edgy , since he knows the last escort
for Mia was thrown out of a window
by the boss for massaging her feet
and builds to a startling and hysterically gruesome f "tr

ng

The second episode involves an
aging boxer. Butch (Brace Willis),
who is rigged to fall fat the fifth
round of his big fight. Instead be
escapes his boss after killing his
opponent only to then return to retrieve a gold watch his father gave to
him, facing the gangsters now hot
on his trail. This second installment, however.is the weakest of the

This finale
brings to a
bead all the

previously
unclear or

incomplete
plot csfairt
that before
aeetned to
'
"r'
bearbstrary
nuances to
the story. Tarantino's film does not
move in a linear progression, instead its toldry inventive stnicture
starts is time near the climax of its
story, stops to reverse back to the
beginning and so on until all the

its unusual dnonology. What makes
the film unmistakably Tsrsntino's
is bis obvious fondness for the idiosyncrasies of thecharacters and their
dialogue. Vincent and Jules, the
two people we see the most of in the
film are the prime exantples.of the
absurd and often 'oqgqe-j-cbee- k
butter the character carry. bnyoA
one another. 'Jnleffli fC7P Jr
afrcsouotesBil passages andpon-tifjcat- es
on their meaning before be
offs someone. Vincent, a heroin
addict whose tactless behavior
causes him to accidentally shoot
soineonemthebnckofhiscar.takes
time out of crime duties to ask for a
simple "please" when taking
and to eBscosa the words for
burgers in other countries. It is
cfScuk to keep one's eyes off of
these char arms whenever they are
together on sciwjl
The charm of these tough guys,
tlamgh, stems mainly from tbe
,

com-man- ds

ackson.

per-formancescfTravohaandJ-

and surprisingly into one perfect

Travolta, known most widely as the
sex symbol of the seventies from
roles like "Saturday Night Fever"
and "Grease," here sheds this old
image and turns out some astonisb- -

The film's genius does not stop at

pjease see PULP, page 12
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MarkNizer: juggler comedian
By SALLY THELEN
Mark Nizer, "the jogger your
mother warned yoa about," will exhilarate the College of Wooster with
his
feats of juggling
and his hilarious comedic performance. The audience is warned,
though, to watch out for flying bowling balls, lit propane tanks, and
cordless electric carving knifes.
Those with a medical his
tory of heart conditions
may thmkbetterof attend- Mary
death-defyi- ng

--

the Performing Arts.
Notanovice to the campus scene,
Nizer has been nominated three
times for the Campos Entertainer
of the Year Awards. He also received first place for ACTS Collegiate Entertainer of the Year.
With the humble beginning as
the son of a teacher and delivery
room nurse, Nizer has risen above
his roots to grace television screen

....

Hartf

keeps gesmgbetterandldidn'tdunk
that was possible.". He has kept
campuses such as Cornell College.
Waldorf College and the University
of Texas at Tyler in awe with his
daring and hilarity. Standing ovations have heralded the end of each
performance, with students sail raving weeks later.
His dazzling feats are not the only
features about him mat have captivated the young and old
alike. Mary Hart, of En

:

r

tertainment . Tonight,

likes"the way he dresses.
"His creative talents do
not stop at being able to
juggle various household
and college campuses nationwide , and bowling alley objects: he keeps
with his unique combination of satthe audience in fits of laughter. He
ire, wit and juggling. Nizer, who has written all the songs and material
began his entertainment career 18 . included in his act
years ago. is inspired by history's J , Come and delight in this terrifigreatestjugglers. His natural talent cally refreshing performance on Frifor stand-u-p comedy and the years day, Oct. 21. Whether your fancy is
he has used to perfect his ability ' juggling, comedy, or fashion; Mark
have all worked together to pro- Nizer will fulfill all such appetites.
duce the brilliant and unique per--. The show begins at 8 pjn. in McGaw
formance he is well known for.
Chapel. Admission is free and no
Raves liken"He's the one to" tickets are necessary. All those with
a phobia for the flight of objects, not
watch"by Joe Franklin of WWOR-Tare not unique. Courier la- usually propelled upward, need not
beled bis performance as "the most attend.
exciting act in the show, spiced
Compiled with information from
with his original wit and satire."
News Services press release.
Bob Hope 'marveled mat "he just

.

jl

.

Entertainment Tonight,

'

-

'

-

.

'

likes "the way he dresses."

Hailed as nothing less
than brilliant" by Performance Magazine, Nizer
haslbeea seen oq the'Arsenio Hall
Sow Comic Strip live. Entertainment Tonight, Uob Hope's PBS

SpeciaLShowtimesuperDave,"

Into the Night With Rick Dees and
on MTV. This "bad-bo- y
of juggling" has performed wim such big
names as George Barns, Ray
Charles, Christopher Cross, Fifth
Dimension, Patd Page, and Ronnie
Mflsap.
In 1990, he was the first place
winner m the International Joggling
Championships. For the last two
years, Nizer has performed his one
man show, "My Brain is Fan," in
from of enthusiastic audiences at

:

'

V,

',.

-

x

.

photo pravidad by NEWS SERVICES

Mark Nizer, "the juggler your mother warned yo about," wiB b
performing at McGaw on Friday at 8 pjn.

Work for a Change

miered "Protecting Veil" in the
United States. At the same time, he
champions the 19th century cello
repertoire and frequently performs

Monday, Oct 24
--Look in Lowry during lunch and dinner for a "Documentary of the
Day."
--Sign-ups
for Into the Streets activities on Fri. and Sat
--Pick up pledge sheets and sign-u- p
for the "Crop Walk" on Wed.
--Pick up pledge sheets for Oxfam's fast to raise money.
--Clothing drive for dorms starts today. The dorm that collects the most
articles of clothing wins a prize of $50.
-- Sign up to participate in "Hunger Dinner" taking place in Mackey
Hall at the Westminster Church House on Wed.
Can Food Drive starts today. Witness the progress with
the thermometers in Lowry.
Tuesday, Oct, 25
-- Green House is providing an educational opportunity about hunger
and waste.
--Sign up, get people to pledge for you to fast to raise money for Oxfam,
an International Hunger Organization. You can choose to fast for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, a certain amount of time, or all of the

with authentic instrument orchestras
such as the English Baroque Soloists
and the London Classical Players.
Tickets are required for the concert General admission is $18 per
person, and student tickets are $12
each. Tickets are on sale at the information desk in Lowry Center.
Additional support for the concert
has been provided by the John R.
Carruth Humanities Fund, die Joseph E. Fishelson Endowed Fund
g
Endowed Fund.
and

Wednesday, Oct 26
--Stop by the WVN table in Lowry to sign up for the Into the Streets
programs for Fri. and Sat Check out the "Documentary of the Day."
--The Crop Walk is being held at noon at the track. Remember to get
pledges and collect them after the walk.
Thursday, Oct 27
--This is your last chance to get a spot on one of the Into the Street
Activities on Friday and Saturday.
-- The Hunger Dinner will take place in Macky Hall at the Church
House. This dinner will serve rxoportionally the amount of food to
the amount of people depending on the nation you are assigned.
--Remember to search your closets for those clothes for the Dorm

The next event in the Wooster
Forum series win be a collaborative
slide lecture, "Fashioning Life and
Death," by Athena Tacha and Sarah
Schuster, both from the Department
of Art at Oberlin College.
Their presentation, which is free
and open to the public, will begin at
7:30 pjn. on Tuesday, Nov. 1, in

Also remember that die Canned Food Drive only lasts one more day.
Friday, Oct 28
--Once again check out the "Documentary of the Day" in Lowry.
--The Clothing Drive and Canned Food Drive ends at 4
pjn.
-- Into the Streets
Saturday, Oct 29
-- Into the Streets continues
announcement from the Wooster Volunteer Network

leads the Cleveland Orchestra
NEWSSERVICES
The internationally acclaimed
Cleveland Orchestra will present a
concert at the college on Sunday,
Oct. 23. Under the direction of
Austrian guest conductor Friedrich
Cerha and featuring cello soloist
Steven Isseriis, the performance will
begin at 8 pjn. in McGaw Chapel
The concertwhich is the seventh
a series; ot eyentsm tnisjrears
yflrk3ncomp6sed by conductor Cerha

and lomerworks by Haydn and
Mozart :
Cerha's "Monumentum for Karl
PrantT will open the program. It
will be followed by Franz Joseph
Haydn's CeOo Concerto in C major
with Isseriis as soloist. The next
work, Cerha's "PhantasiestOck in
Cs Manier for Cello and Orchestra,"also wiH feature sokxst Isseriis.
The final work of the evening will
be Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's
Symphony No. 34 in C major, K.
338.

Long regarded as one of the most
distinguished Austrian composers
and conductors, Cerha has crwvtrtrd
at many major European music festivals, including ones in Warsaw,

Zagreb, Dubrovnik, Holland,
Salzburg. Vienna, Berlin and Paris.

Cerha has also appeared on the
of orchestras and opera

podinms

companies in Berlin, Stuttgart,
Prague, Donaueschingen and New
York.
Educated at the Vienna Academy of Music and the University of
Vienna, Cerha has taught composition, notation and interpretation at
theHochschule furMusikin Vienna
since 1959. He is a recipient of the

Prix de Rome. Cerha has composed numerous works, including
"Spiegel" and "Netzwerk."
In 1958, Cerha and Kurt
Schwerstik founded the ensemble
"die reihe," which presented many
Second
works by the
Vienna School, which includes
Schoenberg, Berg,Weber and other
so-call- ed

young composers.
PerformmgonaGnadagnini cello
of c.1745, Isseriis is internationally
recognized as one of the finest musicians of his generation who has
mastered the cello repertoire from
the Baroque to the contemporary.
In 1993, he received the Royal Philharmonic Society's Instrumentalist of the Year Award for "performances with a quality of commitment that lmgerm die memory, and
for an unfailing gift for communicating the meaning of the music to
the audience."
Isseriis has performed in England,
continental Europe, Australia, Japan and many sites in die United
States.

In 1989, he gave the world premiere of John Tavener's "Protecting
Veil"at the BBC Proms, followed by

a recording of the work, which
reached number one on the classical

charts and won the Gramophone
Award for the best contemporary

of 1992.
In 1990, he received the

recording

Piatigorsky Artist Award and pre-

Kate-Geri-

McGaw ChapeL

-I- nter-Greek

above.
,

Clothing Drive.

.
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The Goats push hip-h- q

-

page

10-

1--

-

.

"

-

' tngly gobd actings As for Jackson
who has starred in a series of corne-d-ic

;

duds like "Amos n Andrew
andTxiadedWeaponL'be gets the
kind of juicy role be deserves and is
undeniably captivating as Jules.
t "Pulp Fiction" is' a better film
? than "Reservoir Dogs", in almost
every respect and doesn't have the
"
overplayed graphic violence which,
was such a large part of mat first
' outing of Tarantino's. With this
, improvement on an already above
standard film.Tarantino has established himself as the nxst refreshing and possibly most creative of
Hollywood's filmmakers working
today. Perhaps this movie should
not be taken too seriously, let us be
careful not to say rhe same for its
director.

P7.'

--4.'

joSst

No Goats, No Glory

h the most rretat release of tlx Goats,

ALBUM REVIEW
SjALLEPARXES

InaovatiTt

There It Is" wackness, there are limited opportunities for a sample of
p
innovareal head bobbin
p
does,
tion. However, real
and always win. find a way to shine
through. With their second LP, "No
p
entreGoats. No Glory.
preneur The Goats have overcome
the mundane repetition and taken
p
to a higher leveL
Back m the '80s, Stetsasonic first
p
band.
tried the concept of the
The Goats have taken thai concept,
polished it, and used its potential to
put out a refreshing release that
hip-ho-

hip-ho-

gone?
p
frontier
to appear bleaker by the day.

Where has all the
rhe horizons of me

hip-ho-

p

hip-ho-

cem

Ihe Black Sheep, the Notorious
31G. and the Fu Schnicken's latest
p
has not been
efforts aside,
xj hit as of late. There has not been
last year
i solid run of albums since
g.
Tribe
when L.O.N.S..
Called Quest. De La Soul. KRS-DN- E
and yes, even Snoop Dogg
iropped classics within a three
nonth period.
p
heads have
Since then,
jeen left waiting for nnreleased
xiaterial and disappointed by overtyped comebacks. We're all still
waiting on Pete Rock and CL
Smooth, not to mention the Dr.Dre
kx Cube project "HelterSkefcer."
doth effects have been delayed for
norths, leaving as til hungry for
wmething to tamp in our systems.
When arusa did release projects.
;bcy may often have been served
leoer by keeping them in the closet.
hip-ho-

Wu-Tan-

hip-ho-

WiihailresrtotheGodfaiberof
n hirop,PurEnemy'8"Mase- -

fell a bit
short of classic status. The beats
backed depth, and the lyrics seemed
jred; (fisappotntment was rhe end
3k-N-Hour-Mes-

sage-

lt.
.-csa-

The samecanbe saidofBig Daddy
Kane's latest, "Daddy's Home." At
one time, Kane was the lop lyricist
jiaJ3 of hip-hoJtow.however.his
fall is on the same level as those of
azy-- E and Ice-WiAthisabcndarxeotWboornp
p.

T.

hip-ho-

hip-b- op

sr

hip-ho-

hip-ho-

D-R- ek

ear-grabbi- ng

Musically, the album cooks, powand unique samered by gmcn-.bess,

pling. The last cat, "Idiot
done wrm New York power
rockers. The Bad Brains. Passing
the mic between all present. The
Goats display definite lyrical flavor, while the Bad Brains provide
more energy than anything on the
Judgment Night soundtrack.
Many people who bear this hip--

Bosi-ness,"- is

ed

free-gam- es

pjn. -- 11 pjn.
SATURDAY, OCT. 22
HOMECOMING
Homecoming Parade. Starts

on Memorial Walkway in front

345-87- 55

i

Janu's work is m the permanent
collections ofNew York's Museum
of Modern Art. the Art Institute of
Chicago, andinrhe George Eastman-Houof Photography in Roches

Yrt
lexhibksVLi hoi Likl
leiy-Ne-

--

3)

1230, 3:10, 7:05. 930
Little Giants (PG)

1235.2:45.5:00,7:15.935
The Pappet Masters (R)
12:10,

235. 430. 73a 9:45

uj

'

1230.230, 525, 75. 10:10

Love Affair (PG13)

2:15.430,
Palp Fiction (R)
12.-0-0,

12:15.320,7.-00-.

la the Army
12.-0-5.

7L 920
10KX)

Now (PG)
2:40. 5:05. 720. 925

TKXSomU

Ibvenarratrveio
read novel on which it is based.
in. &
V

in several publications, books,
magazines, and catalogs, in the
United States and Switzerland. A
public reception for this opening
will be held at the museum from
pan. to 6 pjn. today.
4-3-

0

SUNDAY, OCT. 23
HOMECOMING

Senior Recognition gifts
will be given oat Sunday
Oct. 23 in Lowry Center
from 4 pjn, to 7 pan.
All seniors must bring
student IDs,

Homecoming Volleyball
Tournament. Register at Lowry
Desk with teams of two. The
Games starton Armington Quad
at 2 pjn. Win Cash Prizes!!

CLASSIFIEDS

Looking for photogenic males and
females, 5 years of age. Part-tim-e
modeling, starting at $55 per
bour. Models needed for print,
commercials and catalogue work.
Experience preferred but not nec13-3-

SPRING BREAK 95
Anierica'sflSpringBreakOn-pany-

!

Caocun,BahamasJaytona
& Panama! 110 Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Earn high-

(800)

est commissions!

32-TRAV-

EL

essary. Call

216-869-505-

Land-To-

companies.

ur

Sea-

sonal ft
available. No No exp. necessary.
ext.
For info, call

employment

Full-ti- me

Nassau
SPRING BREAK
Paradise Island, Cancan and Jamaica from $299. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More! Or- yi7 SZnAll fOtip C3TD FREE
trip phs ccfnnussions! Call I

0.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING cam
np to $2jOOOfAn& on Cruise Ships

or

Forrest Gaaip CPG 13)
1235.3:05,7:10,1015

The River Wild (PG13)

the more widely

se

-

-

J-

w

The theme is "Club Woo ...
Party m Paradise"
. -- Film: "Wide Sargasso Sea."
This adaptation of the novel by
t jean Rhys provides an aherna--

.

,

Exit to Edesi (R)
1225. 235. 5:15. 735. 10KS
The Specialist (R)
12:10. 225. 430. 720. 935
Qmis Show (PG-1-

of Kanke at 12:30 pjn.
Homecoming Dance in
Lowry Center. 9 pjn. to 1 ajn.
-

his-toricalelementin

Seniors

p.

Pierce.
and one drummer.
Lyrically. The Goats have defiponite skills. With
Now
TFbrty
Eke,
I'm
drinkin'.
etry
Bunion How I can be rich like
Abraham Lincoln ...I need to be a
rxJliticianamselbeardcrinttpayC
Tne uoats oenmtwy set yon snow
where they stand politically. -

the band in this spirit-soakpep rally. Free souvenirs! Near
baseball field, 7 pjn.
Homecoming Show: Mark
Nizer. McGaw, 9 pjn.
Red Pin Specially Win
in Scot Lanes from 9

There is thus an unavoidable
works of thiskmd, .
a sympathetic documentation of

hoprock fusion effort will cry
..
out. L however. xfisagree, as; I
p
into new'
The Goats pushing
musical frontiers. The jams pulsate,
and the lyrics stick in your brain for
days. "No Goats. No Glory" is a
definite tribute to the endless musical possibilities of the always movp
music machine.
ing
sell-

stretches the perceived musical limiHailing from
tations of hip-ho-

Smoove Tyson and S iHy Braveman,

Scotspirit Bonfire! Join the
athletic trams, cheerleaders and

'

group.

hip-ho-

band also employs two DJ's,

ajn. 7 pjn.

conrmnrd from page 10

by RUFFHOUSE RECORDS

4108 Burbank

FRIDAY, OCT. 21
HOMECOMING
Sweater Sate: Lisa's Wild
Woollies, Lowry Lobby, 10

-

hip-ho-

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, The
band.
Goats are truly a hip-ho-p
Swayzack
rock
the
and
Madd
While
mike. Pierce Temay strums guitar
and EJ. Simpson plays bass. The

-

Janu
SOrtS.

I

"

1-206-6-

34-0468

C55621.

wm

800-822-03-

21

,

'

.

Freelance wrhm and poets needed
for hundreds ofC3evelandareapab-lication- s.

Fmd the hidden mar
kets. Get published! Get paid!
Equinox Publications,
556-023-

6.

Wanted!!!

Indivkhals,SDxknt Organizations
and Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER. INTER CAMPUS
PROGRAMS

1-800-3-

27-6013
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Apply for the Discover Card

by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back
NO

Annual Fee.

Look for applications and certificates on campus.

if rot iwy'T GOT IT,
GET

lSMOmnoo

ThU

ofl

wild fce Dtooww Cart ppUwtJonf noetod

Tre

1
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I wish I was in the
land of cotton

...

Parsons wins Week Six but
Snlitn retains overall leaa

lifts all boats, and the recent overabundance of success has led to a
of ffl feelings.
In ill of the hubbub over George cminution
In the wake of Alabama's
Will's visit and the debut of Pulp
of 92, among the first K
Fiction, it wti easy to overlook the
David Parsons won week six of
the Tide were Auburn
congratulate
week
the
of
event
important
most
the Beat the Experts contest with a
had been rooting (halfc ,mrA nrtwrwinvri included
past. On Saturday, in the final 30 fans who against ns in the
heartedly)
ToddUrban.BrianMakowskLBrent
seconds of the fourth quarter, QB
game. Ever since
a-Auburn
Patrick Nix completed an
iwuo,
decades-olinurement of Marty. Boo Koooa, jcnc Mackie
the
then,
McCartney,
.
pass to Rank Sanders for a touchDong
away
to
ra
hatred has quickly slipped
down. propeHinf the Tigers of
a Fcierstein. Matt Johnson and Rick
populous,
gentler
kinder,
a
reveal
1
ranked
(No. 6) past the No.
football FawcetL
state full of
favorite FtoridaGattrs.
and
Despite Parsons win,Trkaa Smith
where a viper's nest of
aflkaenados
vicweekend's
this
made
What
still leads the contest wi& five points
existed before.
had
animosity
"
is
most
noteworthy
than
more
tory
after six weeks.
not
am
birth,
I
since
fan
Bama
A
football
convat
the
of
winners
Overall
that Alabama is enjoying a
hesitant to say that Auburn has the each week recervemree points, while
revival of sorts. Of coarse, the Alabest team in the country for the an contestants who are able to beat
bama Crimson Tide went undefeated
rrmd vear in a row. and they do the expert of the week receives one
in the 92 season to become national
a rougher schedule than Alahave
champions, following an interval.
such, I am deeply ambiva-lentabo-ut
13 years, about average for lapses bama; as
this Nov.'s showdown. If
NO GIMMICKS
between Alabama's national
going
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
chamionships. Last year, in a less both teams are unrlrfrated
'possibility,
real
a
game,
the
publicized feat, neophyte coach into
may find unbearTerry Bowden of Auburn led the then Gov. Folsompressure to slop the
Tigers to become football's only able the pciitk
,'
ENVELOPE STUFFING
game from happening. Bat televi-sio- n
sccornpush-m- k
nndffr" team, anDublicitY
being
fans
WEEK
rabid
EVERY
contracts and
$600 $800
if not
fimini dML in
process of
great
are,
the
they
what
s
Auburn
of
in its grandeur.because
Pre Details: SASE to: SEC cannibalization will probably
probation status.
one
team
unabated,
and
International Inc. ,
coctinoe
This year, with the season half
end.
the
in
standing
1375 Coney Island Ave,
left
wiU
be
over, both teams are unoVfmtrd.
the
show
goes
to
Brooklyn. NY 11230
Att of which
Scholars have Vong noted that me
rankings
national
importance of
(or lack
and so Alabama's, Florida s and their recognition
isby
Footben
thereof) of true merit.
and Auburn's schedules are all dispreA
pursuit.
unjust
an
missed as "easy" because, just like and large
make
it
actually
athletes
few
the past thirty years. SEC teams cious
which
there
for
level,
highest
this
canpifrniiyg each other's records in to
is little reward after graduation, and
the fiercest competition of any confor every Antonio Langhani or Frank
ference. (I'm sure thai Northwestare hundreds of lesser
ern really contributes as much to the Sanders there
not make the cut.
did
who
01 01
competitive balance of the Big Ten athletes
given
and
exploited
are
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point. In the experts race. Mike week. week, a an Expert of the
Each
Householder contmocs to narrowly
is selectedout of the four exWeek
Householder
Solis.
Mark
off
hold
the contest, and each
has an overall record of 75-4- 4 after perts ofattempts to correctly predict
week. Solis is 73-4-6
going
than the Expert of the
13-after a 7 week. Peter James is more games contestant who "beats
The
currently third among the experts Week.
well as every other
with a 68-5- 1 overall record, while the expert" asthe overall winner for
is
contestant
at
John Finn's record stands
"
James is week seven's Expert of the that week.
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WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

Wl

IM FLOOR HOCKEY

capate of being
Jen weeksmaynot seem Skemuch time to prove you're
and a lot of
weeks
ten
determined,
and
smart
tough,
you're
aleader But n
Officer
And
Marines.
Officer of
Cardites
ve got what it takes
School (OC5)b where you'l get the chance to prove you
of challenge. tut of honor.Anyone can say
taafulofexatemern.be fuM
we l gr you ten weeks to prove it
leader,
a
to
takes
what it

nacoVorrZeuan
triey

got

Mamies
1

X

Roster due Tues Nov. 1
Season starts week of Nov. 6

Send Roster to Todd Anderson, Box 1058
or to Coach Steve Moore in the PEC

''

,

Wooster
262-88- 23

1

5--

For more information about the Marine Corps Officer
o
us rntain Shawhan in the Lowry Center on
Wednesday,' October 26th between 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
I tor mure ueutiis.
or Call
l-oUlh-

yt4-SS

PtlDT POSITIONS

STILL AVAILABLE.
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Lady Scots win
By PAUL KINNEY

second.

Wooster's Eniily Moorefield "95
wasted liole time in leading the Lady
Scotcross country team to victory at
io
Champithe 40th annual
onships Priday afternoon at Ohio
Wesleyan. Moorefield covered the
3
course in 1&22 to take first
in the Division m standings and
eighth overall in the combined
I and HI results.
The Lady Scots won die Division
m tide with 86pomts,just one point
All-Oh-

.1-m- ile

Di-visi-

I

on

Baldwin-- N
ahead of runner-o- p
Wallace.neknewaxning into the
meet that tt was gomg to be a real
battle with B-Dennis Rice.

said head coach
y started out kind
I of slow, bat she really clicked off
the last two miles and ran an oat-a
a
naming; race, aiso, oar
palled together
real welL which enabledns to come
away with the win."
Molly Mete 97 was Wooster's
second finisher, taking 12th with a
time of 20K12. Next were Michelle
Poole and Jabe Heck 97s, who
(20:18) and 23rd (2025),
W

ers

sccono-thrnngh-fiflhiuuu-

fin-ixhedl-

7m

AU-OM-
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Championship

o

T
-

"WereaHy needed this win to get
focused on the conference meet m
two weeks," added RkeThis team

.

i)

f

i if

has a legitimate shot to end

Allegheny's dominance in the conference, and I think we can win it."
Wooster's men abo had a good
day by finishing an impressive sixth
place of 19 Division III schools.
Nationally-ranke- d
Otterbein ran
away with the title, totalling 37

Cross Country Championship and came in

.

eighth place overall
(18:22)

Larisa Fricsons '95,
who tied the Lady Scot
soccer record for career
assists with 17, has been
named NCAC Player of

Mount Union was second with 90
points, followed by Case Western
Reserve (93). OberUn (111),
Muskingum (197) and Wooster
(205).
Indhndnally, Philippe Koznb 97
paced the Scots by finishing 22nd
Tony Kauke
with a time of 28.-0and Josh Band 8s were next in
28th and 35th, respectively, while
Alan Schwartz andPaul
Kinney 95s rounded oat die top
five by placing 41st and 47th, re-

the Week after scoring
two goals and adding an
assist last week.

4.

co-captai-

ns

Katie Ewig '97

scored five goals last

spectively.

week and leads the Lady
Scot field hockey team
(9).

"Our goal coining into the meet
was to finish in the top 10," said
Rice.X)Dr confidence really needed

a boost and today we got that boost

V- -

jifPMfcick
W's

,-

-

--
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Fighting Scots pick up two wins in Texas
Soccer team travels overfall break, beats Southwestern, Trinity
MIA PEARCE

It's been a busy schedule for the

Hghting Scots these past two weeks.
On Saturday, Oct 8, they took on
nationally ranked Ohio Wesleyan.
The Scots fought hard during the
first halfkeeping the score 0 until
the last minute when Ohio Wesleyan
slotted one in.
Although they continued to battle
0--

during the second half, Ohio

Wesleyan's offense was unstoppable, scoring three more goals in

score at 4-The Oct 14 game at Oberlin began a streak of four games in six
days for the Scots in which (hey
came out with an impressive record
of 1. Ahhocgh the learn fek that
they pUyeddbwa to Orjeriin's level,
the game ended with a victory of
for the Scots. The goal came from
Colin Ozasne96. MattSchaefier
played strong in goal for the
0.

3--

1- -0

Scots.

Over fan break, the team traveled
to Texas to face Southwestern and
Trinity. The first game, on Sunday
was against Southwestern. With

Schaffcr and Paul Elliott 97 splitting time in goal, the Scots convincingly beat Southwestern 4--1 . Adam
Cornea 98 scored the first goal of
his college career.

and Johnny Kozak 95. In their
second game, on Monday, against
Trinity, they won 2--1 with goals
coming from Cornett and Damon
Rossi 96.
Unfortunately, they suffered other
losses. Three starters acquired ser
ous injuries. Ozanne suffered an
ankle injury, Rossi a back injury
and Korak a shoulderinjury. Overall the Scots felt the trip was
soccesful because they played well
togetherard carry, out with twogood

IIIIIUI
UJ UUIVUUlg
scasuu
iosi
victory ui uic
week, the Lady Scot vol- icy mm icmiL, iuoiujcu iu
wfn tntal for the lastthrw
yean combined.

la thek final ganietms week the

Oifff

2--

Adam Cornett's '98
goal against Southwest- em on Sunday was the
first of his career.
leads the Lady Scot volleyball team in service
aces (27), while Heather
Dales '98 leads in sole
blocks (43).

The other goals were scored by

rain-slick- ed

Meghan McLaughlin
'98of the Lady Scotfield
fhockeyteamhasasmany
assists (8) as the rest ol
the team combined.

Paige Stanton '98

Bob Leonard '96, John Retzloff96

fpQ took on
itin n athome.
The Scots were hart by the three
injured natters being tidclrnrd. On
field, the two teams
a
traded goals that led to a 2 tie with
12 minutes left in the second half.
The first goal was scoredby Ryan
Cancan 98 with an assist from
Darren Stewart 97. The Scot's
second goal was assisted by a beau- -

,

MADISON

AO-Oh- io

By LARISA FRICSONS

Emily Moorefield
'95 finished first in the
Division III

All-Oh- io

1'
We still need a front runner to step
'
..
with
Alan
forward,but
and Philippe
running as well as they are, and with
photo by ELIZABETH
few frjaryjfeel wejRm t
,T"vic
: go into the NCACMcctin two weeks
ticjob of boinz oif sonwfof B-Emily Moorefield 95 races to victory la the
beand do what we need to do in order Championships. The Lady Scots won the meet.
runners down the stretch and
cause of her we were first instead of to get to the NCAA Regional meet."
97, who was 33rd with a time
of 20:40.
TEUea was the difference in the

Sports Notes

pinobjrBKJTTANYBULLAKO

Captain Roger HaSer 95 directs the baS apfleld in Wooster's 4--0
Parents Weekend loss to Ohio Weskyaa, ranked stber ow hi the

The Lady Scot soccer
team has outscored its
opponents 17-- 5 in the
nrsthalf and 36-1-4 overall.

CUOOllJf.

tiful header from Cornett across the
goal toRetzloff who knocked it into
the back of the net But the Scots
couldn't hang on and Case slipped

two more into the goal The Scots
have three remaining games.
They face Gettysburg tomorrow
in their final home game.
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Case Western Reserve hands Scots another loss, 40-2- 3
Wittenberg pounds Fighting Scots in worst defeat in 49 years,
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
In a game that featured liole defense on either tide. Case Western
Reserve handed Wooster a 40-2- 3
loss last Saturday in Cleveland. Tbe
Spartans (1-- 3 overall. 3 in tbe
North Coast Athletic Conference)
rolled up 463 yards of total offense
in bearing head coach Bob Tucker's
1--

After the loss to Case,
booster's record stands at overall and -4 in the NCAC.
Tucker pointed to the play of the
rffensrve and defensive lines as the
leading factor in the contest. "We
weren't able to establish the line of
scrimmage,' said Tucker. "We had
no pass rush, and they had a quarterback with a rifle for an arm."
The Fighting Scots struck first in
4e contest. Woosters first drive
resulted in a d
field goal by
plarcaicker Ron Hnstwit 95. Thai
0 margin would be the only lead
the Scott held an game. TheSpar-tas- s
scored touchdowns on its next
two positions by efficiently mixing
the run with tbe pass.
Wooster was able to draw within
four at 0 when quarterback Jim
Smacker 96 hit tight end Steve
Johnson 97 on a
touchdown pass with 839 remaining in
Scots.

1- -5

1-

40-yar-

3--

14-1-

15-ya- rd

the second quarter. However, the
the critical point of the contest came
jest before halftime when the Spar-tapolled a trick play oat of its
arsenal which fooled the Soot defense. Owe used the qsarierback
throwback play where the quarterback laterals to his running back,
who then throws a forward pas to
the cjnarterback. The Spartans used
this play to perfection, scoring from
nine yards out to up their lead to 21
10 with 12 seconds remaining in the
half.
"The quarterback throwback play
was the critical point of the game.
said Tucker. "We were hoping to go
into the locker room only down 0,
but they scored late and were op

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

ns
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After halftime, tbe Scots surrendered another score to Case which
proved to be the backbreaker for
pass play at
Wooster. A
13:30 of the second quarter pot the
Spartans ap 28-1-0.
That score right afler halftime
really pot us on oar heels," said
Tucker.
For the
the Scots natnfil
wide receiverquarterback Scott
Amstatz 97 offensive player of the
game. Amstuts completed eight of
15 passes tor one toocdown and one
24-ya- rd

i".

run-and-sho-

photo by BRITTANY BULLA&D

receivers dropped five of them."
On fhe other side of the ball, dc
fensfve end Tim Hallett 96 was
named defensive player of the week
for the Scots. Hallett was involved
in seven larHft and broke up one
pass.

Wooster hosts a vastly improved
Farlhara team tomorrow at John P.
Papp Stadium for Homecoming
1994.

Last year, the Quakers edged the
Scots 12-- 6 in a snowy defensive
straggle. This year's game should
prove to be a total opposite of last
year's. Farlham C3--3 overall. 2 in
me NCAC) comes into the contest
arti aging 35.5 points per game as
3--

well as 4783 yards per game in total
offense. Ia fact, the Quakers have
racked ap an amazing 700 yards in
a game twice this season.

Farlham features the

run-an-d-

wide receivers and one fallback who

ron-and-sbo-

c WAA Female?

ot

lines tip behind the quarterback. To
make things worse. Earham also
runs a triple option offense out of
the
formation. One
of the receivers goes in motion behind the quarterback and the fullback dives up the middle at the snap
of the baS. Tbe quarterback then
runs the ball up the line with the
option of handing off to the fallback, running hnrwrlf or pitching
rite baH to tbe option man.
"It win take over 20 points to win
ot

this gsme,"saidWoosS2r bead coach
Bob Tucker. "We have to play hard

on defense and go out and make
plays on offense to beat Farlham."
The Quakers are led by sophomore ar nut km Mark Thompson
who quarterbacks this offensive

r

Scot quarterback Scott Aaastatz f7 tries to ehade a Case Western
Reserve defender as fallback Rob MondiSo 95 looks on.
interception. He also caught two
passes for 63 yards, one of which
was a 53 yard bomb from Smocier
in tbe second quarter.
"Scott played wefl tor us," said
Tucker. "He threw six passes which
were of 40 yards or more, and our

-a

foptbaJJ.-

"J

x

"

"We were physically and mentally beaten. ItH take a lot of heart
on our part to come back from this
game. We need someone to step
forward."

.:;te or ti ie Wei

Arnold leads way in
Lady Scots9 recent surge

machine. Thompson has passed tor
1252 yards and nine touchdowns

thus far. TaunLe and Rick Szakal
lead the Quakerreceiving corps. Le
has caught 25 passes for 366 yards
and three touchdowns while Szakal
has 18 receptions for 324 yards and
four touchdowns.
For the Scots, injured running
backs John Graebisg 96 and Nick
Boeder 97 return and will split time
at the tailback spoc Wide receiver
Brian Wright 95 and linebacker
Jamie Ruhl 95 are out for the year.
Wright has a nagging hamstring injury, while Ruhl broke his ankle.
Nose guard Chris Wright 98 is questionable, whik defensive end Jason
Legg 98 is probable for this week.
Kickoff tomorrow is at 130 p.m.

.-

:
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-

14-1-

21-10-

The Fighting Scots suffered their
worst loss since' 1945 on Oct. 8.
when Wittenberg hammered them
66-The Tigers rtominatnri in all
aspects of the game, gaining 514
yards of total offense to Woosters
143. Wittenberg also scaked.
Wooster quarterbacks 14 times fbra
total of 71 yards. u i
3i
Scot bead coach Bob Tucker was'
not pleased with bis team'seffart on
Parents' Weekend. "We were given
a clinic in what good football is all
about," said Tucker. "Football is a
kick-as-s
game and they had a lot of
guys who kicked ass."
During the course of the game,
Wittenberg passed for two touchdowns, ran for fhre touchdowns, ran
two interceptions back fro scores
and kicked one field goal
"I don't want anybody to forget
this game on this campus," said
Tucker. "They bad 1 1 guys on oft
tense and eleven guys on defense
ns the way to play
who showed
0.

should
Earlham's
put Scots' defense to the test
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

during Parents9 Weekend

66--0,

.

This week's pickforFemale Athlete of the Week is Melia Arnold
96. Anwld,frora Arlington.Va. is
one of the Lady Scots' leading forward soccer players. This season
she has scored six goals and has
had six assists to pot her in a tie for
the second leading scorer on the
team. Her coach, David Brown,
spoke highly of Arnold's intensity
on the field. Brown said she has
been working hard to go to the goal
and has finished up won very important goals. The game at Ohio
Wesleyan was a big one for Arnold
who scored a major goal for
Wooster. Brown said, "She accomplished the things she has been
working on by going direct to goal

and finishing off her chances."
During that game she made sore
there was no time for the other
team to have the ball.
This being her first season as a
team captain,' Arnold has demon
straad the qualities needed tobe an
excellent leader. Both her teammates and corch think of her as a
great motivator. She is energetic
Come out
and very
and see Arnold and the rest of the
Lady Scott play against John
Carroll on Saturday at 11 un. at
the Carl W. Dale Memorial field.
Don't forget to vote for the next
Female Athlete of the Week in the
PJBXL, the women's locker room
or under the ride board.
team-oriente-

d.

The upcoming week in Sports:

i

football:
SaL-Eariha-

(H) 1 JO pjn.

m

SaL-Jofa- a
Wed.-ADeghe-

icoantry:
Oct

30-NCA-C

Qianipionship (A)

ny

Carroll (H) 11 am.
(H) 3:30 pjn.

i's soccer:
SaL-Geoysb- urg

Wed-AUegbe-

ny

field hockey:
(H) 3 pjn.
(A) 3 pjn.

Sat-Wioenb-

erg

Tuesday-Kenyo-

n

volleyball:
(H) 1 pjn.
(A) 4 pjn.

SaL-Eariha-

m

SaL-CWR-

U

Wed-DemsTmffs.-WalshMalo-

(H) 12 pjn.

(H) 3 pm.
(A) 7 pjn.

on

ne

(A) 6 pjn.

